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Last winter, The  lnvestext Croup,  Sectirltles Gara Companq/, a d  CCNSpectrum c o ~ b i n e d  
t o  fo rm Yhomson Financial Securities Data. As o n e  organization, o u r  objective is t o  bring 
you v~orld-class con ten t  th rough  superior online products. 
We've d o n e  just t h a t .  
Upgraded SkareWorldT", a web-based research tool  packed with ownership 
detaiis o n  over 58,000 global issues. 
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Pushing the Pay Envelope: YZK Compensation Strategies 
Are you happy with the perception of the value of special librarians in today's 
marketplace? Stephen Abram addresses this question and provides advice to special 
librarians on writing effective position descriptions, creating job titles, and using job 
evaluation systems and salary surveys. He also reviews some of the results of the 
1990 SLA Image Task Force and SLA's progress in the past decade. 
Lucy Lettis: Information Professional for the New Millennium 
Lucy Lettis has become the first information professional in Arthur Andersen's 
eighty-six year history to be promoted to Principal. How did she do it? By stretching 
beyond the parameters traditionally associated with an information professional's 
role and seizing opportunities. Lettis shares some of her opinions on success in this 
special interview. 
Lessons Learned from YZK 
The Year 2000 is fast approaching and many of us have spent countless hours 
preparing. Hope Tillman explains some of the lessons she learned as a result of her 
involvement with a Y2K remediation program. She also talks about how the SLA 
competencies were valuable in her endeavor. 
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Are You Ready for the New Millennium? 
Well, here we are, making the turn and heading to the wire that will signal our entrance into the 
next century. Only three months to go-are you ready? Many of us have spent a significant part of 
1999 thinking about, and prepxing for, what is to come. The issues that face us--technology, culture, 
leadership, globalism-are not matters that will somehow magically disappear after the arrival of the 
new millennium. Unfortunately, these are concerns and opportunities that will be with us for a long 
time to come. 
Is there a wave of change awaiting us in the coming years? Absolutely! The 1990s have taught us 
that change is now a factor we must address on a daily basis. If you aren't getting accustomed to it, 
you are likely to fall behind in the marketplace. We can assume we will not be in control of many 
changes in our working lives, but when we have opportunities to effect-or affect--change, we must be 
prepared and willing to do so. In situations where change occurs without OW active participation, we 
must then seek ways to make it our friend. This will make us more flexible, opporhmistic, and ready 
for other changes that await us. 
Is the Internet a threat to your career? How can Intranets make or break your reputation in the 
workplace? Can your library evolve into a different animal? How can you save or make money for your 
organization? These are just a few of the questions that come to mind as we are hurtling into the next 
century. Couple that with the fact that our brethren in the IT departments are competing with us for the 
bounty of information management responsibilities, and I'd say we've got plenty to address in the 
coming years. 
Keeping with the spirit of these thoughts, this issue brings together some prominent SLA members 
to share their wisdom on preparedness for the new millennium. Stephen Abram gives sage advice on 
writing effective position descriptions, creating job titles, using job evaluation systems, and analyzing 
salary surveys with his article, "Pushing the Pay Envelope: YZK Compensation Strategies." 
Hope TiUman ponders all the time and effort put into Y2K preparations, how SLA's competencies re- 
late, and how to reward staff for the energy they've expended making sure computer systems are com- 
pliant in her tome, "Lessons Learned from Y2K." 
Iflormation Outlook interviews Arthur Andersen's "Lucy Lettis: Information Professional of the 
New Millennium." You may have read in the September issue of the magazine that Lettis is now a Prin- 
cipal at AA. She's a wonderful feather in our profession's cap, and this interview reveals her thoughts 
on climbing the ladder of success as an information professional. 
Soak up the experiences of these seasoned veterans of the profession, and you'll be prepared for all 
that comes your way in the coming years. But remember to keep searching for new opportunities to in- 
tegrate your skills and your expertise into your organization's culture. The web that you weave today 
will ensure your survival tomorrow. 
David R. Bender, Ph.D. 
Executive Director 
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sumer heak3 web sites into an numerous articles, research re- its Canadian collections, em>- 
T& /Named 2s interactive database. TaW is a ports and reviews published in . Iishhg the Preservation ColIec- 
Reference jj$prian member of the Hearr of America various journals in the library tion a ~ d  the Permanent Paper 
Christine Ernst Taft was re- Chapter and the Biomedical and . and information scie~ce field - R o g m ;  developing partner- 
cently appointed as reference li- Life Sciences Division. and is also the edi'Lor of several . ships and forning networks to 
brarian of the Linda HaU Li- books. She is an adive member deiiver progams and services; 
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Hall Library Search Service . Dr, Vicki L. Gregory was enhancing dye libray's ability to 
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T h i s  coErse is designed t o  assist tLe 
b inrormation pofessional in eificiently and 
effectively using the Internet to ficd valuable 
a information. 
To register, visit our weL site at www.sIa.org/ 
i professional/desktop. s h i d  
i Q'JESTIONS? 
i call &e Pro~essiona~ eveiopmeat  depa+mct at Speciallibraiies j 1-202-939-3679 or send e-=ad to prof~ev@sla.org. ~~~~ 
disti~g~ished, s@ifkmt and E'zree xenbers of tke §an 
consistent co~zibution to the Diego ,Chapter were fatvred in 
profession of libray and infor- the May 24, 1999, edition of Gie 
nation stlldies. She is also the &I? Diego Bmemizess ]~im?d in 
recipient of the Medic& Libmy the article "Special Librarians: 
Associa"Li@n's Murray Gotlie3 Bookish They're Not." Linda 
Wze, the Catholic Library Asso- Coates, Kim Antrim, and Kim 
ciation's Librarians of the Year Lam were interviewed for Cqe 
Award, and G1e Pdmer School piece which focused on the v ~ y s  
Mumni Associacion3 Dlstin- special iibrazans save their 
.gisiized AIum?l Award. Wester- companies time and money by 
mm-Cicio is a member of t k  nanagng a company's zccnrnb- 
L o ~ g  Islacd Chaptez New York lateti research. 
Chapter. as weE as the Science- JiU Hnrst of 5 m t  Assod- 
Technology and Biomedid and aks, Rochester, NR~N Pork was 
Life Sciences Divisions. featxed in the Ap5 16, 5989, 
issue of C?e Rochester B.&tess 
'r< "*'  
,, ,,, ,e' ..;. + Journal, %e fesWe i?i@igh?s 
Dr. Marianne Scott. Office Eurst's company which con&~cB 
of the National Li'lrari= of C a r -  h s h e s s  nsearcl? or. compmies, 
a&, Ottawa, ONu', recently retiwed prod~~cts, markets, a d  industries 
on September 30, '1999, after for :ts &en's. She is the pas: 
serving in ber positioc akce for president of the New York Chap- 
i"l5een years. Since 1984, ScoZ ter a ~ ~ d  a mexber of the Bbsi- 
played a key role in herping the ness 6b Finace Division. 
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The Choice of Researchers Worldwide 
Save time publishing grants and manuscripts. 
For a Free Trial version of ProCite, 
visit our Web site at: www.procite< 
@0//ecf references from online and 
Web databases. 
Organize your references easily. 
Create bibliographies in one step. 
Share references on a network or 
on the Internet. 
5Soft 800  JONES STREET 
BERKELEY, C A  94710 U S A  
800.554.3049 V 5'10.559.8592 
*corn FAX 570.559.8683 
Log onto methodsfinder.org ancI get to laboratory methods- fast! 
Methodshder is the only centraiized source for methods 
information, including thousands of full- 
text protocols. The easy-to-use search 
engine directs you to the most curent 
protocols fron journals, books, 
researcher Web sites, commercial 
suppliers, and even meeting presenta- 
tions. Browse and search by type of 
method, title, subject, disease, or organism. Mefhodsflnder 
keeps you pointed to new, better, and more economical ways 
to conduct research. So you can focus on your work. 
* 
Tty MethoMnder for a month by ordehg one of the 
following four ways. Mention code 101WMT. 
E-mail to inf&nail.biosis.org 
Log onto www.methodfinder.org 
Call 1-800-523-4806, press 1 (USA and Canada), 
21 2587-4800 (Worldwide) 
Fax your request to 21 2587-2016 
Biological lab methods at your fingertips. 
www.mdhodsfinder.org 
Learn about new and evolving tech~ologies, andgain 
rnsig'nts into the implicatior,~ of these tech~ologies 
The Special L~brarles Assoeiatlon's 
for iibraries, content management,, informarion 1999 State-of-the-kt I ~ l ~ t l t ~  
sponsored by Dolu Jones and West Group A 
AFTER PARTICIPATING IN THIS EVENT 
PARTICIPANTS W l U  UNDERSTAND: 
the types of new information technologies the 
market and under deveiopment 
8 implications of these technologes for lbar?, and 
information services and processes 
* how some of these technoiogies are being ~ s e d  in
libraries and information services operations 
r the importance of monitoring other types of 
technoiogies and industries to predict nevi 
directions within information ser~ises 
Specid Libraries Association 
Questions: contact the Prafessionai Developmxt  depar tme~t  
a t  1-202-939-3679, senc e-mail to  profdev@sla.org, ar visit - 
six web site a: h";t~:/l\rJw~~.s~a.~r~pr~fessio~?aI~sota~htbm~. 
compliaxy. As tile new miIIen- mime:. The software enhance- application servers, wSc5 iin- 
n i ~ m  approaches, conputer ments have included upgrading cIude accounting, mexbership? 
63hs';ji1 eniige softwxe a d  hardware will kave SroupWise 5.2 to GroupWise and e-ma8 have dl been RCM 
E x p x d s  tc be compliant in order to oper- 5.5 which is furJy Y2K compiiant (Read Qniy Memry) upgrades 
CONSULT Online, the o r h e  a:e efficientiy and effectively in and VJordPerfect 6.1 to Word- in order to meet year &.a tkou- 
directory of SLA member con- the new miliennium. SLA has Perfect 9. -AII of the associ~tion's smd compiiamy. 
suitants, recentiy increased its 
area of expertise categories from 
Wenty-three to i l I. This in- 
crease wiE significanCy improve 
the effectiveness of the data- 
base. CONSbZT O n h e  offers a 
free online directory to members 
a ~ d  nomembers who are inter- 
ested in iocating a cons~tarmt for 
their organization& information 
needs. For more information see 
the CONSULT Online web site z;t: 
www.sla.org/consultlindex.html. 
f !?rters StA H&q, 
prepares for Y 2 K  
By sow yoa've probably 
been hearing a lot about Y2K 
bugs, computer meltdowns, and 
taken C?e hitiative ;o become 
YTI  conp1iant. some of the 
more recent upgrades of com- 
puter hardware and software 
have occurred over the past few 
monfhs with ti?e instahtion of 
t5e Windows-based TiTASS Sys- 
tem to replace the DCS-based 
SAC0 membership system. 
Tk's Comp~te: Services depart- 
ment recently upgrsded Lqe 
main fde from NoveU 3.12 to 
t??e sZite of the art, Y X  compii- 
ant NoveE 5.0. The association 
also instded a new Windows 
NT termind server that controls 
tdephone access tc hdividaal 
desktops, which wiil allow teie- 
cormuting in 2 more efficient 
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SETTING NEW STANDAR& IN ELECTRONIC R E F E R E N ~  
--- - 
Ccmirtg t h i s  December! 
CALENDAR OF STATE PAPERS, COLONIAL: 
NORTH AMERICA AND THE WEST INDIES, 
1574% 739 CD-ROM 
Majar Source Materials 
relating to the British colonies 
Published by Routiedge in association 
with the British Fubiic Records Office 
NOW, instead of struggling with the 40-volume print set, 
you csc conduct fast, specsc searches among over 
rro;ooo pages in this f a ~ o u s  collection of transcripts and 
abstracrs cfCo!onial-Era documents. 
Easy-to-use search engine based on our acclaimed 
WeDesIey Index to Victorian Periodicals on CD-ROM 
SvylIft, convenient access to: colonial governors' 
correspondence; depositions; information from the 
localities; comments on the slave trade and piracy; an3 
map& more. 
Save $gco.oo when you order before June, I, moo! 
[kernbe: ; 999: CD-ROM: 0 41 5 21 960 4: 
Specioi i:.:roduc!ory price: $2475.00 [$2975.00 hereaher) 
;NGW ha i lab le .  . . 
MIA: OFFICIAL BRITISH 
!DOCUMENTS 1945-1965 
ON CD-ROM 
Selected Documents 
from the End of World 
'War 11 to Vietnam 
Edited by Michael Karldiah, Gilijan 
!3:aerck, and Christopher Staercx 
This pwerfd six-CD-ROM set includes 
43,09ot facsimile pages of searchabl 
officizi .<ocuments from Brirish Public Record 
Office (PRO) archives relating to Asia during rhe 
height of the cold war era. Conduct qxick, easy 2cd 
Ixghiy specific searches by: 
' K e v o d  
- Country 
a Daie 
T s e  of docuclent 
= h d  oluch more.. 
i 999: h CD-ROM set: 0 4: 5 18330 8: $8250.00 
Coming Apd zooo! 
SURVEY OF ENGLISH DIALECTS 
ON CD-ROM 
The Spoken Corpus, Recorded 
in England, 1948- I973 
Conbines 60 hours of recordings with a f d y  searchdlle 
text transcript, allowing users t3: 
- Q u i d y  locate specific words, phrases and/or regions 
Play back full interviews 
Study pronunciations by conducting 
keyword and regional searches 
h d  much more... 
April 2000: CD-ROM: 0 41 5 21 965 5: $4500.00 
THE WELLESLEY INDEX TO 
VICTORIAN PERIODICALS 
1824-1900 ON CD-ROM 
Edited by Waiter E. tioughtor! 
"An essential resource for 
academic libraries and public 
libraries with strong Victorians 
collections. H$& recommended." 
- ,  
-Library Journal (Database and Disc Reviews) 
'hdds convenience, power, clarity, and inproved 
content over the reliable and essential print index." 
-Rettig on Reference 
THEROUTLEDGE 
ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF PHILOSOPHY 
ON CD-ROM 
Edited by Edward Craig 
CD-ROM Editor: 
Luciano Floridi 
"Highly recommended; 
a required purchase fm all 
and academic libraries. We 
standard here." 
-Library Jaurnal (Da'raaase aqd Disc Reviews) 
i 998: CD-ROM: 0 41 5 1091 6 X :  $2995.00 
F! Offer good m US ond Conoda only Prices shlect fo chonge wrfhout nohce 
rn 
For details on these and other Routledge eiectronic tities, contact our New Ycrk office reference@routledge-ny.com 
To librarians at the thousan 
com~anies now using Lotus 
T h e  o n i y  Library sys t em t h a t  r u n s  o n  L o t u s  N o t e s  
a n d  offers: 
A O d i n e  Ca ta log ,  C i rcu la t ion  
A Serials, R ~ u t i n g  
A R e s e a r s h  M a n a g e m e n t  
A 239.50 client  
A Global access o n  a l l  desk tops ,  
. , 
us ing  N o t e s  a n d  we9 browse r s  
M a k e  y o u r  l i b r s r y  a par: of y o u r  s o ~ x p n y ' s  i n f o r m a t i o n  
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" " I f y o ~ r  company is on KOTEboskS 
otas Notes: your libmry 
shouid be fooess 
c= be attribnted to businesses wsnting to 
protect themseives 5y secnring their do- 
Dot Tradepyjrks mak naxes as trademarks, Even Botrgh 
on the Rise recent numbers suggest <cat C?ere is a p s i -  
Got Corn trademarks 3Ied with the U.S. eive increase, Net;,vork Solutions, the $oM 
Patent and Trademark Qffke (USPTC) are registrar of domain names cites 5iat there 
up 532 percent in the Erst six months of are more t h a  five mmion web sites and 
1999. The USPTB reported that there were we3 sddresses currer~tiy registered, many 
2,436 dot corn %idenarks flied during t k  wXioirc.ut tradernsrii prctection. Ccrrent l2ws 
first six months of 1999 compared with do not ?rot& a domain name f x m  ir;- 
362 the saxe  time Iast yesr. The increase fringernent, ody trademark owners. Most 
kusinesses on the Intercet w i t3o~ t  rotec- 
tion are at risk  sing unprotected domin  
Rames. The proper procedure woccld be to 
complete a trademark search before se- 
iec',ing a d o x a n  name to ensure aval- 
a5ility and secondty registering C?e name 
as a trademark. 
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1% i&martio@ Age: 
Challenges & Sppo&niMes 
16-19 Qetrskar 2006, Bxi,&ton, Errgland 
You x e  invited to submit a paper ad- 
dressing Cqe GioSzI ZOGO Lieme of The in- 
formatior Age: C h a h g e s  arid 8ppozxi-  
ties, specificz'Jy as they rela2 ta coqmate 
v .. 
noraries, dcc~men~Aists in specialized set- 
t i ~ g s ,  subject-specific academic libraries, 
and other wori&wide spedal libraries, 
§one suggested broad topic areas in- 
clude Information Commerce, Copyright, 
Kernorking, znd Technoiogy. A limited. 
ncmber of contributed papers will 5e ac- 
cepted h r  presentation at Global 26CO. Pa- 
-, e l *  -- submissiom are particiaiarly eencx- 
aged from those iivir:g aacd wmking cut- 
side North America. The SLA Internatkcal 
Iieia5ons Committee wiI1 jndge the paper 
I n  the serials acquisition world, a lot of things can go wrong. Knowing how 
t o  fix them-quickly-is paramount RoweComls services can streamiine your 
content acquisition, providing direct access t o  your serials records and a 
minimhtm of involvement in routine ordering and claim processing. You can 
maintain a complete subscription management system, as you see fit. 
Choose from more than 45,000 magazines, journals, and newspapers from 
over 15,000 publishers, plus 8 million books. Choose RoweCom. 
www.rowe.com 
Call 1-800-ROWECOM, x286. Or ernail info.outlsok@rowe.com 
- ---' 
Knowledge for y c r  Business Needs 
S M s  Professional Development deparment is prwad to 
arsounce its newest conthuozs edscation offerhg-The 
Professiod Learnkg Conference. This excscg a~rlmd 
event w2 provide you, regardless of 5ie infomaation envi- 
ronment in vdMi you W ~ K ,  ar1 oppo$~ni$ t!: enhance 
specgc professicnd md personal competencies. Eadl con- 
ference v d  focus on a siqgk-szbject theme and w2 host 
practical, rdeva t  e&~cationd programnhg related tc t k  
tkeme 2s we3 as a Techlogy Fair zed a number of net- 
w o f ~ h g  oppoZm3es. Don't r i s s  the kick off co&ence, 
"LW2000: ;Kmwledge Macagement fsr the Info~mation 
Profession&" 
KM2OQO approaches knowlesge macagement from a 
practid perspecive, prsvidirlg presentations and ser2r:ars 
that vvJi enable  yo^ to develop ;7rofessiond corn~etency 
1.5 ('%;tssess infomatioc needs and desigrs m d  markets 
vdue-added information proCxtt to m e t  identified 
needs") and personal competencies comgeteccies 2.8 
("provides leadersilig") and 2.9 ("plms, pr"lofiizes =:.d fo- 
mses on what is critical"), fmm the Ccmpeterz~ks for Spe- 
a 2  Librannm fl the Zlst  Century docment. Don't miss 
i%s unique opportrmig to: 
'Learn ts  be a key player. Attecd KW000 and learn 
how to get recognized for your proactive IG'M effoes 
at your organization. 
Learn leadership. L e m  valuable IeadersIzip ski% 'Lo 
enable you CLB Se a knowledge management champi- 
on. 
Learn 5le basics. Acquire C?e tools to develop and 
implement a knovdedge management pian. 
L e m  frox the best. Speakers and semicar leaders 
for KMZQOQ are &M experts ic their organizations. 
The geceral sessions and seminars planned for the 
conference in St, Louis, A%issoufi are as follows: 
S3;&rdzyy jamiar-y 22,2000 
"Effective Leadership: Focus Ycar Goals" 
Speakec james ~ o ,  Pi2.D.; fiean, Simrnortr Col- 
lege, School @Library and In fomcetion Sakce  
St;a&y> Janmry- 23,2KX3 
RCN &?LEN L%'~Mo:XAL LFADE~KY ~ L O G R E S S  M %&W.FMT 
"Weicome: Knowledge Management and SLAV 
Speaker: Swan S. Di MaMk, President Special Librants 
For more i~ormatiq r:ssociakabn; Edit96 Cahners Bminess I@om&~n 
contact "The Information Professional as Knowledge Manage- 
pr@dcev@sla.og merit ChmIpionW 

A frequent complaint of speciai librarians is tkat the 
Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) are not 
specific enough for their coHection. Catdogers are forced 
to assign headings that are too broad, or in sane a s e s  
they expend geat  effo&rts to develop local subject head- 
ings. If a library uses the Library of Congress {LC) ckssi- 
fication system, it nay  not be adequately developed to 
dassify materials in the disciplines for which a special li- 
brary collecrs. 
Can anything be done to improve this situation, so 
LCSH and LC classification could better serve the needs 
of special libraries? The answer is an emphatic yes, a.nd 
S?e means to the solution of this problem was expicred 
at two sessions at the Minneapolis Conference spon- 
scred by the Association's Committee on Cataloging and 
the Technical Services Section of the Information Tee?- 
noiogy Division. 
Attendees at these identiid sessions heard Ana Qis- 
thn, Cooperative Cataloging Team, Library of Congress 
speak about the Program for Cooperative Cataloging 
(FCC) jh~p://lweb,loc.gov/catdir/pcc/) and how its pro- 
grams could serve the needs of special libraries. The PCC 
is an international cooperative effort aimed at expanding 
access 10 library collections by providing useful, timely, 
and cost-effective cataloging tirlat meets n u t u d y  accept- 
ed stanhrds of libraries around the world. CrisZin pro- 
vided information about Cqe four component programs 
wZ5n the PCC-NACO, SACO, 313C0, and CONSER, with 
particular emphasis on NACC and SACO. 
Through NACO, the Name Authority Cooperative Pro- 
gram, libraries contribute authority records for personal? 
corporate, and geographic names, uniform titles, and se- 
ries to the National AtlL?ority Fie. Existing records x e  
also mcdiEed as necessary. Name authcrity records teil 
catalogers and library cataiog users what form of a n2r:e 
cr title is used in a catalog, and provide cross-references 
from v a r i ~ t  forms to the used form. 
Through SACO, the SubjectAuthorlty Cooperative 
Program, libraries can propose new Library of Congress 
Subject ileadings (LCSIij and LC Classification. Chang- 
es to existing LCSH terms and modifications of the LC 
ciassification schedules are anoCler aspect of SAC0 
work. Catalogers are also able to assign more specific 
and appropriate subject headings to the materials they 
catalog. This resuIts ir, better service to users of the Ii- 
b ray  catalog. "'See" and "see also" references from 
subject autkri ty records also provide assistance to cat- 
aiog users. 
3IBCO is 53e biblogra.pkic component of the PC:. BEB- 
CO mexbers are responsibie for conhibuting full or 
level bibliograpizic records. These records are identified 2s 
FCC records and notable for their compkte authoriq work 
(30th descriptive and subject), a nationai Ieve! cali num- 
ber (such as LC classification or KM ciassificatios], and 
at least one subject access point drawn from natioadly 
recognized thesami such as LCSH, MeSH (Medid S&- 
ject i-leadingsj, etc., as appropriate. 
CONSER b e p n  in Lie early 11970s as a project to 
convert manual serid cataloging into mackine-readable 
records and b s  evolved into an ongoing program to 
create axi maintain high quality bibliographic records for 
serials. In keeping wit!! its evolution, the name was 
changed in 1936 from the CONSER (CONversion of 
SERids) Projec: to the CONSER (Cooperative ONiine 
SERidsj Frd,, rP-wx 
mi 
A ne greatest interest at the SLA sessions appeared to 
be from catalogers interested in improving subject ac- 
cess to their coliections thocgiz SACO, The process sf 
;?reposing n c i  suSject headings is fairjy simple and any 
li5rary x a y  subxit just one proposal or many. !nforma- 
tior, about SAC9 car be foucd on the PCC home page, 
and libraries interested in participating can wi te  the 
program at saco@ioc.gov. LC has been providing SACO 
training at ALA conferences for several years now, and 
it is possible that similar training coulc be provided at 
workshops at SLA conferences. The Committee on Cata- 
loging (http:/l~;"r~;d.sla..orgiassoc/comm/cataiog.ht~ is 
locking into the possibility of providing SAC0 training 
and o%er edncatioxal opportunities ir, catdogizg f ~ r  
special librarians. It will continue to communiczte its ef- 
forts in this coiumn. % 
/ LEES-NZXIS is the sole sponsor of the IRC I i 
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More News is 
Good News is 
If you use Dow Jones Interactive, you now get Reuters news. 
If you use Reuters Business Briefing, you now get Dow 
Jones news. At no additional cost. More facts. More balance. 
DowJones @ #  More first-hand coverage of the events 
Interactive" +S reshaping your indusay. It's just the first 
step in the creation of an entirely new 
business information service that will 
change the way you work, In other words, there's even more 
good news to come. For more information, or to subscribe 
to either Dow Jones Interactive or Reuters Business 
Briefing, visit www.bestofboth.com. 
"'This Briefing is mandatory reading for informatior, 
professionais caught in the Fickle of organizational and 
industry changes. . . " That sentence began a report pub- 
lished by Qatseil: Incorporated, that is the best explana- 
tion of the k t m  of Cle information professicn captured 
in thirty pages or less. The report acknowledges the fact 
that, while some special libraries may be dosing, organi- 
zations aren't mereiy dunping elem to cxt costs. a ther :  
businesses and institations are expioring options that 
professionals wili drastically ckange over time. We're d- 
ready seeing the star: of it: aren't we? 
So what will infoxation professionds be doing in the 
%ture?According to Outsell, the most sig~ificant change 
from current trends will be in bidding and managing 
content soInticns Ciat m e t  the needs of the user. 3f 
those information professionds surveyed, fiftyseven 
percent viewed $?is as a fut- re roie, compared with sev- 
enty percent who viewed it as a current roie. 
will best serve their users of icfo:matlon. In some cases, 
though, information professionds will ccnt:nue to serve 
as valuable components in 5ie overdl equation without 
operating out of a physical libray. So it is clear, just as 
we see the profession's roles and responsibilities evoiv- 
ing, the perception of ti?e prafessior, is evolving, too. 
Outsell is quite clear that physicd library hciiities 
will likely become "iess viable over time," but not be- 
cause the semkes they provide are iess valnable. "'it's 
important tc  de-couple the infomation professional . . . 
from the library unit." This should serve as a red flzg to 
the profession: If yea aren't %inking about ways to sep- 
Formore !@rrnatlon, arate yourself _from your facility, you might want to 
contlzct startl Clearly, electronic icformation colkctions are be- 
John Crosby ginning to repiace permanent hard copy coilections in 
(john-c@siaopg! some cases. This means ex;iectations of information 
V&ile xcst  surveyed view the ~ e e d  to bette: infhence 
macagernent as one of the most craciz! bzriers to success, 
eighty-tlzee percent s t 2  beiieve they are seen as vahable 
assets by management. Such a trend is indicative of the 
la& of proactivity- and strateg; &inning, facbrs tkat lead 
tc improved :eiationships with management ard loydty 
within <ye organization. Outsell's message is clear: Infor- 
m z t m  prokssionds need tLQ operate Eke the vendors %om 
which they pur&ase icfornztion prcduds in order 'Lo 
breed degiaaces i? their organizations. It is a refreshigly 
interesting approach. If a idormation professional takes 
on a proactive role in se+:ng C2e iadividual needs of the 
user-with r e l i a r  interaction and feedback-izis or her 
value will increase and 5?e user wili coxe ;ecoBize the 
i q o r k r c e  of the information professional. 
in the k?xe ,  according 'Lo Wsell, we are likely to ex- 
perience a devoiution of iibraries S o n  central repositories 
into a coKec5on of s&ff dispersed among the business 
units of an organization. Again, ",'n;s is a trend with roots 
deveicped sever% years zgc. Ti?e cencept may not work 
for every orgzcizatior? but, if you're directing a I:brary, 
you've got 'a consider it as an optioa.Yonr xanagement 
may uhimateiy ask you how yoz would change things, 
but why wait and hope they'il c o m  to you? it nay  make 
the difference in yoar career. It certa:cly wiil foster a spir- 
it of t x s t  behveea you and then. 
Tize changes that face your profession ir, 52e coxiang 
years do not have to be career-threatenirIg. Rs.ti:er, fley 
shcuid be embraced so ym may beneat frox then. To fear 
organizational change today is tmtamount 'Lo buying 
one's head in t5e sand, and surely means that you will not 
gow as a professional. 'Qke charge of your f&xe and 
that of your fzc:iity, empicyees, budget, and the inibrma- 
ricn needs of ycur organizationi if you need examples of 
fellow members who have "broken the mld," take s, iook 
at the a e k k  en page 28, or contact me at %A headquar- 
ters. For m r e  informarion, cr to order a copy of Cqe s u -  
vey, con2.b Outsell at 1-550-342-6050. gj 
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Why do so many librarians feel underpaid and nndervaiued? Where is 5?e cash payoff in 
this, the knowledge-based economy? Of come,  what we fed about this is not enough in to- 
day's business environment. 
What are the specific perceptions decision-makers have about special librarians 5 ~ z t  affect 
us directly in Cle paycheck? Vhat do you need 'lo know about pay a d  compensation sysi;ems 
to be f d y  armed? Wnat speciflczlly can yon do to increase your compensatkm package-as in- 
dividuals and zs a profession? 
IE 1988, the late SLA President Joe Ann Clifton, set up a %A Inter-Association Residen- 
tial Eisk Force on the image gf the information Professioa~l~ Its purpose was t~ study 
whether librzrians should be fighting a "buns and sensible shoes" ixage o: attacking very 
specific erroneous perceptions about librarians in 5ie minds of decision-makers. Published in 
1990, the data collected and analyzed by the Image Task Force showed us that our tradition- 
a: approach to dealing with our perceived image problems had Mkd. I feei strongly that this 
is a key issue for om profession. Have we made any progress in the last deczde? The ansvrer 
is yes, we've made progress. 
Z?e %sk Force discovered that, c i e ~ l y ~  liibrzrians shocld not be worying aboxt "buns and 
secsible shoes" cartoons or "'Cocan the Librarian". An avalanche of shocked and appaEe0 let- 
ters to editors complaining abone every perceived slight to s p e d  librarians semes only to po- 
sition us as whiners. 1 believe Clat by acknowledging this sort of negative hage we rreinfoxe 
t3e image in the wzy saykg "Don't think about green hippopotamuses" immediately makes 
you think zbout green hippos. We must begin ta accept that this type of s'dperficial image prob- 
lem is not our top priority issue. We need to deal directly with those issues and attitudes that 
have an impact on our pay packets. 
LeaPo Gea Qua o w e  in Qruderi 
Results of the %sk Force surveys of liiirarims (& segments of the profession were surveyed) 
showed that we had significant attitude issues Lq our o w  profession. AnecQd infornation coI- 
iecttd over the years since LIe survey suggests to x e  that we s t 3  have lots of work t~ do. 
18 Information outlook October 1999 
* Over fifty percent of librarians per- 
ceived that we (our profession and our 
coileagues) lack confidence. 
* Ody just over thirty percent of us 
"sough:" promotion, especially at the 
iovrer p y  levels. It's a truism that you 
don't get what yoa don't ask for. 
* O w  eighty percent thought the 
profession is task-oriented, in direct 
contradiction to our decision-makers' 
perception of us as people/service-ori- 
ented. In reality we're process-oriented 
which, in our society, accrues higher 
pay levels and defines the usual image 
of a "professional". 
Sixty-eight percent thought our salaries 
were appropriate, which is sadly in line 
with the resnlt that many of us think 
we're not highly enough regarded by 
our employers. Pay is the most tangible 
measure of the regard in which your 
employer holds you. 
In addition, between fifty and seventy 
: percent of librarians earning between 
$30,000 and $80,000 per year were satisfied 
with their perquisites and benefits. Since 
perquisites and benefits represent up to 
r n u r l u . i n f o r m a ~ i o n o ~ t I o o k . c o m  Information OuHooh October 1999 19 
twenty-five percent addition& remuneration 
on top of base pay and with so m a y  benefits Ca @ 
calculated as a result of base pay and crgmi- 3%8 
zation rank, may be a detrimental position ta There are three areas that must be dealt 
take as cs Li?dividml or for our profession. with in our profession and through our pro- 
It bears repeating that we must vahe fessional associations that would seem to 
ourselves before others Miill value us. be a good strategy. First. on 'lize indviduai 
levei, we must each learn and undersrand 
the factors within our organizations that 
A draft of Czis article was reviewed by a feed and support the sdaryr administration 
senior compensation professional, a retired system. These arms indude job desclip- 
partner from a major giobai HR consulting tiom, job evalua2": systexs, job titling, 
firm. His comments ~ ~ e r e  very interesting and salary surveys. Second, on the political 
and 1 quote, in part: level, x y  person2 belief is that we must 
"In vi*~aEy ali large private organlza- demand laws &at protect t5e rights of 
t m s  professional career develop~ents %I- women, a ~ d  e ~ s u r e  compliance with pay 
iow a progression up a technicai iadder. and employment equiq iegislation. %k 
This Qpicafly applies to engineers, scien- m ~ s t  support moves toward strenghening 
tists, lawyers, computer specialists, ane these iaws and narrowing the gender gap ic 
even sales persons. What 51is obviously sdaries and removing the "glass ceilicgs" 
does Is open up salary opportunities over which keep far too many professionaIs from 
time as professional skms and accountabiii- achieving all of that which fiiey are capable. 
ties increase. The problem librarians have is Lastly, the &astic changes that have 
that they are often perceived to be ir: a job %ken piace jn organkatiocs in recent years 
with limhted scope for growth. The library and the constant cha~ges occ~;rrin,a in jobs 
walls become your prison and the ER spe- izave discouraged maw organizations from 
cialist your jailer. Maybe your associa"Lion nainzining well-wrrriiten descriptiocs and 
shodd explore gaining azceptance for tech- expert evaluation panels. Wi5ic these or- 
nical ladders plus career-patfiing opportuci- ganizatiocs brief accountzbility statements 
ties within information-based services. coxbined with a iot of verbal input into 
There is a vast difference between a recent whatever the process is, represents the pa52 
graduate librarian and someone with expe- yslr have to fo2o~7~ la $?is context the pro- 
riecce who a n  understand the needs of 57e cess of crafting a personal position descrip- 
organization, participate in complex tion :s s t 2  usefd to focus your "conversa- 
projects, bug0 bridges internally and exter- tions" witk nanagement. 
caily, and design services. You suggest that OxBined beiow are some basic things 
maybe the title "iibrzrian" is a problem. I you can do 63 commucicaa your positioa 
agree. As an example of what I'm fAking more effectively. 
about, 1. worked on a job-matching project 
that included a job descriptior: for a nurse 
and a techfiical ladder for health specialists. I have had the oppofi~nity to review a 
The trap word was "nurse". Nurse = job, number of colleag~es' Iihary job descrip- 
Health Specialist = a choice becween four tions over a greax variety cf industries ard 
levels depending on the complexity and positions. Witiiout a doubt, we need a lot of 
breadth of service offered. I think the so- work in this area. Yo'sn need a job descipMcn 
lution might be fcund in Sring the infor- that acc~rately co~veys 55.e nac~re, scope, 
mation professional "iibrarian" into the and value of our jobs in terns :ha: msnage- 
mainstream of what the conpany is trying ment v t l  undersand and reward. And, 
to ac~omplish (in bo5z the minds of man- since we often vcite our own psition de- 
agement and the librarian). it has some- scriptions, it ~n be a self-iqfiicted wound. 
thing to do with entering info a dialog just a few of the problems evident xe :  
with an organization about, "What is the 'Ne cot or& Zon't use enougll! action 
highest value-added that information pro- verbs, we often seem tQ go out of our way to 
fessionals can offer to the organization?" avoid them. Go 3 ~mw.informa',icnout~ook. 
it is a mc-way dialog." com to see a list of a & h  words. ?rofessionaj. 

jobs are action and process-oriented. Avoid job exist and what kg? end-results must I This will serve to underline the professional 
focusi~g in G S ~ S  and miautiae. It is amaz- accomplish to achieve that end. Focusing nature of the incumbent. 
ing h3w many information professionals on end-results will force you to make the Use confident language (e.g., "the in- 
feel the ceed to inventory the clerical as- connection to the organization's ultimate cumbent dl" not "the incumbent should"). 
pects of Lkir jobs. Many erroneously think needs and the role you play in achieving Most library position descriptions I've read 
this ploves their 'busyness' and worth. If a these. When you make this connection- have this subtle land mine in them. Action- 
job looks too Susy to think, it will appear make it explicit. Eeing explicit doesn't mean oriented descriptions convey higher value. 
more clerical. Even CEO's have clerical tasks adding a long descriptive paragraph, but it It also subtly attacks that pathetically dated 
they must do to be effective-the CEO means that your role and impact can be ex- but still pcwerful librarian stereotype. 
doesn't highlight it to his board! Why do pressed as a. sound bite. Don't expect the Use the present tense. Important jobs 
we hi&iight ours to our senior managers? reader to make the leap to your position's things (not will do or did). You lose a 
We dor ': just occasionally slip into li- real purpose and role. sense of urgency in accomplishing the posi- 
brary jargon, we gositively wallow in it. if Emphasize your contribution to the tion's goals through simple poor use of 
we accept the proposition that the position enterprise's primary mission. Have a clear tense. It's subtle but, in the end, gives pow- 
description document can be a useful tool to plan for yourself and a polished mission for er to your wiiting. 
commuilmte to management the nature your information center and know the mis- Don't allow the printed position de- 
and value 3f the work we do, then we can- sioa and business of your organization. scription document to represent you. A job 
not expect them to learn and understand hlold every zct:viy of your function to sup- description is a surrogate for you. Create 
our peculiar lingo. We &so must acknowl- port the mission, goals, and objectives of opportunities to build understanding of 
edge that it is unlikely they will admit they your organization. your job and role by having conversa- 
don't understand the lingo or ask for clarifi- f rioritize those activities that deliver tions with key people who can have an 
ration. For example, don't say "reference the most value, not necessarily those that impact on your success. Identify leaders, 
interview",  hen non-iharians will better take the most time. Don't feel the need to decision-makers, unit heads, strategists, 
understand that you "negotiate research have twenty-five to thirty items on your list members of the job evaluation committee 
project Emits and criteria". You don't "cata- of job responsibilities. Many position de- and build relationships with them through 
log books" when they'll better understand scription formats now limit how many pri- personal contact. Talk to the leader- 
that you "organize materials to professional m a y  responsibilities you can have- whether your organization calls them pres- 
standards for maximunz access". The same choose carefully- Resist the temptation to ident, dean, deputy minister, whatever. It's 
rde  applies to other jargon like "online describe your activities too broadly in order easier to get influence to flow down than 
searchi~g", "ILL'S", "Intranet bookmark to encompass eve-rything-you'll just look to push it up the organization. 
UKL verification and maintenance", etc. unfocused. Extremely detailed position de- 
You get the dea-have a non-librarian read scriptions can also create an impression of h b  F'%~Q~U@$~B$R 
your josition desaiption and point out all a job that needs tight control and has little There are a number of varieties of job 
jargon wilh a highIighter. We're so im- room for flexibility and freedom to act. Your evaluation systems. Most large organiza- 
mexsed in library c~it 'xe that we often professional training gives you the compe- tions have adopted at least one system to 
don't recogize it anymore. tencies to be trusted to make decisions in appraise the value and relationship of a 
Use management words and terminal- the context of your role-don't belabor the position (not person) to tP:eir organization 
ogy. While this sounds similar to the rec- point by being too detailed. in relation to other jobs in the same orga- 
ommendatioc above, every organization Emphasize your human relations skills nization. in fact, in a number of jurisdic- 
has its OWE culture and style of manage- an2 how important they are to accomplish- tions, companies are required to do this by 
mest. ?OU should, for example, make sure ing the end-results required of you. It is im- law to meet pay equity and employment 
that your document doesn't sound too aca- portant to realize that most library jobs re- equity legislation, 
demic :n a company whose culture is not quire influencing skiils in the management There are two primary types of job eval- 
academic. If yoc're in a business, "profit" 1s of sbff, dealing sensitively with users, ref- uation systems: qualitative and quantita- 
usual y not a dirty word but in a non-profit erence interviewing, and negotiating con- tive. Examples of qualitative systems are 
environxenl maybe "surplus" is more ac- tracts with suppliers. The old stereotype of "classification" or "ranking" systems. Ex- 
ceptable. Find aad use the terminology your the librarian who needed simple courtesy amples of quantitative systems are those 
organization uses to discuss results and  an^ reactive skills in dealing with others is that use either the factor comparison meth- 
success. not true and this stereotype must be explic- od or the point-factor method. They may 
Focus yulrr job description on end-re- itly attacked in your job descriptions. have names like the Hay Plan or Hay Sys- 
sults. The!? focus these end-results on your Always include your professional ac- tem, the Paterson method, the Decision 
vahe tc t5e organization's mission. Don't tivities such as reading the professional lit- Band Method, the SUNY plan, the Phoenix 
focus on tasks. Focusing on tasks will em- eraWe, attending conferences and meet- plan, the Aiken plan, or many, many more. 
phasize the irreievant clerical aspects of any ings, publishing and serving on SLA chap- These systems range from being very sim- 
job. kdwys ask yourseif "why" does this ter or division committees or executives. ple to understand and administer to being 
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very complicated with any number of so- cy~icism that myone can get a fancy titie 
phisticated options and benefits. The com- jut getting the pay to gs with it is qrrite an- 
pany HR department generally administers other story. 
these, often, but not always; In cons~ltaticn Many of the Iibray titles in the corpo- 
with a consuiting firm. Die consuItir,g firm rate w7orid seem to have been pulled $om 
provides advice, training, icZependent sala- the academic or public library setting (head 
ry surveys, compensation audits and corre- librarian; reference iibrarim; head, techni- 
lation of the jobs to in&~stry norms, and cal sexkes; ex.). ?%is is not 57.e optimum 
other compensation or salary acininistra- strategy. Your job title shsuld match F u r  
tion-related services, often among other corporate or organiaticnz1 ccuhre in order 
consulting or actuarial services. to serge Lie strongest inte~nal communica- 
in general, it is important to understand tion firionction. It nay  be more appropriate to 
tile method by which your company assigns - use a ti5e like '"aaager, library" in a cor- 
2 point value to your job. it's importa,'z"ro ' porate setting or "information research oof- 
remember a somewhat difZcuIt Cistinc- ficer" in a banking e~vironment. However, 
'Lion-the points assigned to your position, ";ire debate over a single, best ";e or the 
while abstractly definig B e  position's word li:~rarian is distrxting and m l y  
worth to the organization, are MGT sup- counter-produdve. Ti?e ultimate, important 
posed to be based on the current incum- z s k  of a job tide is to communicate your 
bent's vaiue or performance. Aithough very role within your organizatioion in the context 
difficult, I recommend you make a real ef- of its unique mitzre am2 stjrie. Think care- 
fort to divorce yomeif from taking any per- X l y  about your titie a ~ d  review whether it 
sonai sense of worth from this process cr reflects your s&&s within your enterprise 
measurement. The evaluation is supposed : or just to your professiond coHeagws. it 
to focus on the value of the position to the matters not L?at your co-~wrkers and peers 
organization. It may be that what is vahed call you "librarian". Most Iawyers are czlHed 
is merely a well-organized collection of ma- , lawyers, and most doctors are cded doctors 
terials devoid of reference services and this and nurses axe d e d  nwses. They ce?aixly 
can be a clear organizatiocai choice. Then don't let that s a p  Ciem from being aQed 
again, it can happen through sheer neglect, pafiner: chief of surgew or professor of ob- 
incremental changes over time, or lack oof stetrical nurstxg 
assertive or proactive comxlmica"Lion that Librarians ofter: have difEctr!ty separst- 
the library positions have dearly outgrown . ing om profession from our $ 5 ~ .  iibrarian- 
their rankings/ratings. ship has a Iong and honorable history and 
Each job evaluation system attempts to . a bright 3ir9~re. The job tide "librarian" is 
remove as much emotion and subjective - insufficient CLO describe the breadth of op- 
eval-&on as possible and to encourage as pcGunity opening up in today's world. Even 
many objective neasures as practical. Most tho'@ the word '%brarian" does describe 
enlightened organizations spend a gea t  several jobs that are wonderfiii, valid, and 
deal of time and money communicating to amilabk to us witk: our edxztion and 
Cieir employees Lie fairness and reason- training, librarianship can be rpracticed in a 
ableness of their sys'Lem. This may rxt be wide variety of roles and environments. 
the case in your organization. CPA's practice their professior, in a colorfirl 
mu1tiQde of sositions from bookkeeper to 
h b  TMes financid anziyst through consultant and 
It is undeniable Ciat your job tide can CEO without insisting (or h a ~ i n g  22ei: col- 
set the tone of mzny, even most, of your in- Iezgires insist) that they should call ali their 
tercal! organizational relationships, and of- positions "zccountant". 
ten Cie perception of the communiQ at 
iarge as to ymr  vaiue to society. the 
it is intriguing to try to choose the jest ii- 
brary job t i h ,  it is i~:portar,t to realize Since the Image Task Force, much 
that many salary administration systems progress has been made by SEA to provide 
are desigxed to avoid the influence of job us with the tLBols to ~ S C E S B  CUT pay. X'S 
titles. It is perhaps a generally accepted impomnt to remind ourselves of this and 
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The system designed to get the right information in the 
right format to the right people at the right time. 
Bette!: ..because it gives you the power, Now you 
have a superior way to keep t3e entire enterprise 
informed and advancicg. LEXIS-NEXIS gniverse 
Smart Toois provides the ~nformatlcrl professicnai . 
better, tools to search. retrieve and d!str!bute critical 
;nfor!natior? to every individual within your 
ouganizarion. With LEXIS-hEXiS Uciverse Smart 
Toois, you have the ability to pcst documents, 
publish search results and place 3 R L s  (linked to key 
research) on your In~ranel. T i~e  information is then 
easily retrievable by every empioyee in the company. 
Know better. today. 
For more information on iEXiS-WXIS Universe 
Smart Toois, caii 800,227,4908, 01- visit 
our Information Professro-!aIs we9 site at 
wi~~w.ip,lexis-nexis.com. 
acknowledge that the association is makiig Canada with regional breakdowns, offers 
progress on our behalf, i-rowever, it's up t~ strategies for comparing da& from SLA sai- 
us to use the tools. ary survey with sGier sources, and includes 
SLA's formerly triennial salary survey is sampie worksheets for caIcuIating the value 
now annual (since 1997). In the 1999 ed-  of a compensation pzckge. 
tion, sdary and earnings are considered All of the above yablications are either 
with the foliowing breakdowns: bonus available for free on the SLa web site or 
amounts, library size, benefit coverage, 
unior: status, new :esponsibilities, and 
more to gauge total monetary compecsa- 
tion. The 1999 wrveys were sent out Sn 
spring 1999. It is important we learn to 
read and analyze our own salary surveys 
and make comparisons ontside of om r o -  
fession. We must stop being inward-iook- 
ing on this issue and focus on the whole 
picare encompassing totid pay concepts 
and include benefits. bonuses. profit-shar- 
ing, perks, etc. in our reviews. 
The m c h  lauded SLA competencies doa-  
ment, CompetenaesJor Infomation Pr#es- 
nun& in Be ,.?Ig Cen&ry (http:J/ 
m.sia.org/professiond/competency.htd) 
has developed "legs" beyond our wildest 
d r a m .  It is having an impact on, to naqe 
just a few, ccm~u&atbg Dur role ir, society, 
irriproving graduate education for specid 2- 
brarims, targethg SLA ~ o n ~ u i n g  education 
and conference programming, and even &s- 
assing our profession amongst crrrselves, 
Barbara Spiegelman's 1998 publication 
based on the "Competencies" document de- 
scribes the at&udes and skills necessary 
for successful management and delivery of 
excellent information services. AdditionaEy, 
this publication provides the context behind 
the development of the report, as we3 as 
vaiuable chapters on using the report as a 
compensation tool. 
Position Descn'pabm foOr Special Libraries 
(3" ed. 1996) covers d sorts of new jobs. 
Xiis book is complemented by EEs Mount's, 
Expndihg Technolog~es-Eqanding Ca- 
reus: LL1branhmhhip in liamtion, which 
contains persona! essays from twenty-one 
contributors whose success refiects the ex- 
panding opportunities available for dterna- 
tive careers in librarianship. You can expand 
this wit? SLA's 1997 volume, The Futureefor 
Libran'mns: Positzbning Ycmseyd%r Su,rcess. 
The Ernst 6t Young repod for SLA, Un- 
locking the Door to Hghm Compensatim: 
Your to the Salav /icizee discusses 
trends in compecsation and benefits. it con- 
tains ast-of-Eving data ir?. the U.S. m d  
tk'o-~~gh the §LA ViT&d Bookstore 
pm.slaput?iishing.org). We can safely say 
that SIsl has made the effort to deveiop and 
provide the tools to its members to zrm Ciem 
for success. It's xp to us to seek t5ese out 
and use therr:. Maybe y o u  cha~ter or di& 
: sicn or bcal library school has a collection of 
these tools to 5orrow. 
~ m m ~ ~ i c a t i a ~ 5  
On our association Ievd, we must now 
be prepared t~ build on our nascent p~biic 
relations program in this area and design a 
program to ti%g&i the group of people who 
influence our pay ar,d stress [he true name  
of our work. emphasizkg the perception 
weaknesses from the surveys: 
Librarians are PROACTIVE 
Li3rarians are adsptabie and innovative 
0 Librarians are strong, assertive ind- 
viduals 
Librarians are essentiai b twenty-first 
cemry teams 
Librximshi~, is a desirable weer  
* Librarians are technologkal experts in 
our fieid 
s Librarians axe content experts 
* Librarians manage large budgets and 
assets weli 
Marketing specid librarians and infor- 
mation profession& as key players in the 
knowledge economy and zztalysts for suc- 
cess in our ecterprises is a critical long term 
pIzy tkit we must start BOW. 
Ard lastly* on the persoml ccommnisa- 
'Lions sidedespite alI 5ie toois, doamens, 
and rePo% dsc~ssed above-notbq re- 
places a conversation and a personal reia- 
tionship wiL? y o x  decisicmxakers. Lse Cle 
tools, iike your position description, fhe 5 .  
SaIay S u w ~ ,  or the title on your buskess 
cards, to initiate a cowersation with your 
senior managers &out your position, your 
role in the enterprise, ad the future of ymr 
ser\rices. You Rwe evegitMng to gak from 
bemr understmding ard everything tc lose 
tPzough orgari~ational igr-orance and an 3- 
%formed management. 8 
Anyone who needs o quick, comprehensive 
look at the lctest research in their field (via 
full text deiivery). 
Anyone who manages o l a r ~ e  volume of 
informeiion for their company or library. 
Aiiyone who  does^'! want to waste their 
time seorclning through electlonic journals 
one- by-one. 
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Please discuss your history at 1 understand that you are the first infarmatism 
Arlhw Andersen. When did you start, etc.? professional to  be promoted to Principal ievel in 
I joined Arthur Andersen four years ago, in September 1995, as Arthur Aradersen's eighty-six year history. Please 
a senix manager. I was bro~ght in to turn around-reinvent, re- explain why this is %a significant? 
structure, restaff. revitalize-what had been a sleepy, back-office, I see the promotion as an important development in my immedi- 
behinci the scenes, traditional library. Through a series of focus ate industry-multidisciplinq professional services firms-and also 
groups, the partners had determined that they needed to completely in the information community as a whole. The promotion serves as 
xdefirie information services delivery for the organization; all they recognition of the key role information professionals play in today's 
needed was t k  right person to take on that challenge. I was lock- competitive marketplace. Arthur Andersen is acknowiedging the cru- 
ing for precisely thzt sort of opportunity, and was very fortunate to cia1 contribution we make in transforming information into knowi- 
be the person they chose. edge and the integral role we play in bringing innovative solutions 
Wii hin a few weeks of joining the firm, I had hired a core group 
- - 
of three enorxously tdienteci and dedicated individuals who had 
the high energy level and commitment necessary to embark on this 
advenrxre wit2 me: Those three individuals formed the backbone of 
h e  group, and continue to do so today. They have all received pro- 
motions alnrrg the way, one of them with promotions in m o  con- 
secutive years. 
We went from fielding a handful of straightforward, routine. 
often tedious inquiries per day (a company profile or simple in- 
dxstry overview was about as challenging as it got) to handling 
upwards of I50 p~ojects per week. I'm happy to say the bulk of 
these are iompkx, in-depth, stimulating projects. Our customers 
quickty iearned what our capabilities were, and they use us 
wisely, fully ieveraging our information industry expertise. To- 
day we are a group of nine full time people (six with an M.L.S. 
and one with the degree in progress), plus three part-timers afid 
an intern. 
Please describe same sf the events that led up to 
your prorrastisn in September: What will your new 
res,ponsibi!ides be? 
The promotion process itself was exciting but nerve-wrack- 
ing! I was ~ominated for the promotion back in January, at 
which time my regionai management submitted my name and 
supporting documentation 
to the fira's screening 
commtttee. The entire re- 
view and decisior, process 
takes many months, and it 
was rxd-juiy when I re- 
ceived the good news. 
I'm going to be evasive 
In describing my future 
challenges and respccsibil- 
ities, partiy for strategic 
reasons and also because 
my ro.e is changing shape 
as we speak. Certainly, the 
promo'ion will facilitate my 
ability to set information 
poky  aod zo expand on my 
vision of information ser- 
vices cielivery for the orga- 
nization going forward. 
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to the h z ' s  clien~s. Leading edge organizations more and more are 
realizing that it is content (not the conduit) that will determine 
which companies excei in the years ahead. 
How did ysu get ydaurself 
into the organizations! "Ioopn? 
Relentless searching and seizing of opportnnities. Stretching be- 
yond the parameters traditionally associated with ar, informtion 
professionah roie. Adding value in unexpected ways. 
What is the mission of the Business Infurmation 
Center (BiCl at Arthur Arrderserr? 
To get at the essence of OUT cus~omers' research needs and bring 
them the highest quality, actionable, and vake-sdded strategic in- 
formation in a format customized to their particdar requirements. 
Who are your custamers? Can YOU give an 
example of a typical request? What 6s the most 
interesting request yuu ever received? Are 
requests time sensitive? 
Research at Arthur hdersen  is 
amazingly vzried, reflecting the di- 
versity of the external dients whom 
we serve. There really is no suck 
thing as a "typid" request! in rela- 
tive terms, we get a high frequency 
of projects in which market size, 
market share, industry trends, and 
forecasts come into play. I myself 
have not been a hands-on re- 
searcher for over ten years, but 1 
enjoy brainstormi% with my team 
about obscure resources and te& 
niques to use for some of our more 
esoteric requests. I personaLly eqoy 
competitive intelligence projecs 
very such. I also have a special 
fondness for projects that involve 
searihk:g scientific, engineering, 
technical, or patent Cata3ases besz~se t h y  remind me of EJJ entry 
jim <ye cqora te  information vmid when i ir~oriced ir, a scientific 
R&D environment. As for time sen&:vity* at Arthur Andersen re- 
quests tiiaat are not time sensitive are qcik rare: 
What &iEk do you possess that make you a 
valuabk asset tn A&hur Artdersew? 
I try to embody the professional and personal competencies cut- 
lined in SLA's "Gompetenc;es for Special r,ibrxians of the 2Zst Cen- 
tury" report. Within Artkur Andersen specifiallys I believe xy corn- 
mitment to service exceilence. ability ',o see t h g s  at a 5 g  pslct-xe 
level, my haager fo: new challenges, and the fact 5h.t I thrive on 
change hwe  been key dexents. 
Describe your personalit$. How ds you think your" 
perssdnafity has helped in yow career aspiratisns? 
Well, yon'li notice that in n y  response to the previous questior! I 
foxsed on persona;, racier than technicai, compe',eccies. The tech- 
nical strength and expertise are a giver,. A: a certtia p in t ,  thmgh, 
it is personal characteristics ',kit de~ermine cne's career path. 
I am a very drivea and tenacious person; I get into what 
someone once aged  "steam:yoile: xode,': and : push very 
hard for hitiativves I bdieve in. Mostly, i ppush myself very 
hard. I'm also passionate abont the things that mazer to 
me-passionate a h u t  maic, iiteraLi:3:e9 my i~ork ,  my mar- 
riage? food, wine. Not necessarily in t h a " ~ 6 e r i  I ~ e s s  my
aatude has always beec that 5lere isn't much point in doing 
sometzng at all if I'm not g3i1zg to ',?row xyseif into it aad 
do h e  very best 1 can. Frsnkly, I alsc ter,d to get bered rather 
quicsy. Therefore, in every j's5 I've i?ad, I've zlways active$ 
searched for new opportunities, new fqings to iearn, new ar- 
eas iin which I could contri'!ute. 
Why Is your kste so 
important at Arthur Anderserr? 
As infcma2o;ion professionals, mrrentiy we are "in the 
right plzce, at t k  :i& time" as the saying goes. Xiere has nev- 
er beec a more exciting t i e  to be in tbe kfcrmation irdarstry. 
h a professional services envi+onmer,t iike Arthm Andersen, 
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our "~rodud" is knowledge-that's what the firm provides to its If? your opinion, what ways should 
clients. SO I am in a situation where particular emphasis is placed librarians be marketing themselves? 
on effective information services delivery and knowledge creation. In the corporate milieu, I prefer to talk about "information pro- 
fessionals" rather than "librarians." I see too many people in our 
HOW do you use networking to your advantage? profession who tend to sit back comfortably in a reactive mode. I 
How has irnetworkirag with other information have a very low tolerance for that. We really can't expect folks to 
pr~fessionals benefited your career? inherently understand the value we are able to bring to an organi- 
One of tjle most wonderful characteristics of our profession is &at zation. So it's up to us to educate our users and to communicate 
we are very generous with one another in terms of sharing ideas, ex- cmtinually with them-and with cur management-about what we 
penences, wisdom. Fro3 a purely practical point of view, I can point do. As I've mentioned earlier, I also think it's Important to contrib- 
to a ~ i m b e r  of research requests that have been fulfiied over the ute beyond the scope of one's stated responsibilities. That's certain- 
years solely aa the strength of relationships formed at SLA annual ly an important way of marketing oneself within an organization. 
conferences. (By the way, it's meaningful to management when you In today's knowledge economy, it's easier than ever to find ways 
a n  demonstrzte that your conference attendance is actually contrib- of promoting information services and resources. New products can 
uting to the organization's bottom line.) In terms of overall eccour- be brought in for well publicized trials, we can partfier with vendors 
agement and support, professional networking is invaluable. We all on presentations and promotional literature, we can catch the eyes 
have times of duress, new or dX1cu1t issues to deal with, and gaps in of thousands of customers electronically, at no cost, through the 
our skilI set; I've learned a tremendous amount  fro^ colleagues over creative use of e-mail broadcasts with interesting fonts and bright 
the years that. X've been able to apply in the workplace. colors, we can build web sites, ~ 7 e  can do customized research s k i s  
training classes for line personnel. The possibilities are endless. 
How has your rok evolved over the years? And successful marketing does not necessarily require a large bud- 
Where do you see your role going? get or a team of graphic artists. 
What are your future ambitions? 
W e n  we x e  new practitioners, our focus is tactical. While growhg WOW does the Business Informatian Center fit in 
into various rmagemenr positions over the years, I have attempted to with Arthur Andersen's business practices? 
'secame more strategic, rather than tactical, in my thinking and ac- Structurally we fit into the "Practice Management" segment and 
tiors. I've also tried to fotxs on the qualities that distinguish leaders are known as a "shared service" unit, in the same way that media 
from manages. As for the future, I hope to play an expanding role in arts, marketing, human resources, and other support groups are. 
keeping Arthur Andersen on the cutting edge of information seavices We provide services across the board to a11 areas of the practice, 
delive~y.. I am also looking forward to finding additional ways of con- from business consulting to corporate finance, to the tax specialists, 
tributirig to h e  profession at large--cofitinuing to write and to the assurancelaudit business advisory groups. 
occasional articles, which I vely much enjoy doing, maybe doing sorne 
teaching if time permits, and defmitely continuing to be active in SLA. To whom do you report at Arthur Andersen? 
My boss, Edward DiYanni, is Cirector of Finance & Administra- 
'~ou'v~ just raised ;P good p in t :  tion for the northeastern U.S., and he is an Andersen international 
By your definition, what's the difference partner. He in turn reports to our Managing Partner. one of twenty- 
between a manager and a leader? four elected members serving on the Board of Partners, the over- 
A leader has a vision. Someone could be a very good manager but sight body of Andersen Worldwide. 
not necessarily be a person of vision. Moreover, a leader is able to x- 
ticuiate communicate the vision to others in such a way that they 130 you outsource any proiect~? 
absorb it, embracing it as thoroughly as if it were their very o m .  if so, which ones and why? 
We selectively outsource some of our complex legal research to 
).fa5 the work environment/sty~es/pattern an information consultant who is a J.D./MLS. In addition to pos- 
at Arthur Andersen helped motivate you? sessing legal analysis skills, he has access to collections of hard- 
Without a doubt. Anhur Andersen has given me a framewo~k copy materials that would otherwise be difficult for us to obtain. 
withm which I am able to excel. I've had quite a bit of autonomy, We also outsource some of our securities and in-depth financial 
which is absoiutely essential to me, but at the same time my manage- research if our overall volume of research activity is at a peak 
ment provides me with very strong support and expert gt;ihce while we are short-staffed for any reason, or if the project calls for 
whenever I need it. It's a climate within which one can satisfj one's more man hours than we can devote to it. Ccnversely, we some- 
entrepreneurial instincts-we run the Business Information Center Eke times farm out very simple, straightforward, research to a fee- 
a small business within the macrocosm of the larger business--while based service in order to free up the BIC team so they can focus 
enjoying the benefits of being part of a world class campany. Also, on a particularly challenging, high visibility, time consuming, pri- 
Andersen is grounded in the concepts of continuous improve- ority project. Finally, we also use fee-based services or indepen- 
ment, cf customer focus, and of career development and training. For dent information brokers when we need to protect our anonymity 
me, it has bee11 an ideal fit. during telephone research. 
What are yaw figfancia! priorities? Do you spend What kind of budget do you eorrtrtsl'? 
mare money on electrank F ~ S B U ~ C ~ S  than print Sorry, but I'm going to be evasive again. We are supported well 
rescaesrces? Why? financia&, cox111:ens:xate witi the qtality of the work we do a?@ our 
We spend exponentially more on electronic resoarces than hard- con@i'~ution to the fun. Because we biII back for our researii sexices, 
copy. And each year the p r i ~ t  collection dwindles a bit more. Part of the 3K is a revenue-generarkg departxent for the Practice Manage- 
our role is to encourage folits to use the variety of eiectronic tools in ment busiess segment. I :hii& Lie fact 6% an i n fomath  depart- 
the BIC and at their desktops in lieu of hardcopy sources, and we mer,t au ld  generate fees to the extent that we do probably never en- 
continually roll out additional desktop products as appropriate. tered anyone's mind, ixluding my om, at C k  time I johed the Fzm. 
Kowever, as we all know, there are certain essential print somces The BIC &st got busier and busier, =d Sefore too long we beame a 
that still do not have electronic equivaients. Also, even our most money-maiiig proposition d i e r  than being mereiy an "overbead" 
technologically savvy customers often hwe a iegitimate need to department as so many l ihries or irifmmtion centers stZ are. 
maintain specific print resources at their fingertips. Sometimes t h s  
is because the electronic version of a given resource does not per- What future projects are coming up in which yau 
mit t i~e  necessary degree of "browsability"; more often, it is be- are directly involved? 
cause one of om consultants a n  more rapidiy ojtain 90% a print i am serving on a Continuous Improvement Steering Committee 
source the data needed to provide an instantaneous reply to an ex- and an: very excited about the work the committee is doing. It's 
tern& client who might 5e calling in with a bcsiness energency. helping me increase my 
knowledge of different a r e a  
How do you market the B I G  Do you print of the firm and I'm learning 
publications, brochures, interr~al newsketters? a lot about various issues 
What has been a suceessfuF n~arketing tactic affecting line personnei. 
far p u ?  Why? 'I??& scope of the BIC con- 
Yes to ali of the above! Actually, no to internal newsietters- times 31 grow both k~ction- 
anything that becomes scheduled or routine tends to lose what- aEy and geographidyY and I 
ever effectiveness it might have had initially. Within a few expect die rate of growti: to 
months of joining the Brm, I produced a glossy, professional bro- accelerate du.ing the cmlir,g 
chure and did a mass mailing to all personnel. The brochure has year. We're aiso dckg =ore 
since been updated, of course. Periodicaliy we produce colorful ad more in the way of re- 
flyers to announce special e-sects in the BIC or to ictroduce excit- search skills Eainhg classes, 
ing new research products to the organization. I also do e-mail with pendhg k-ditations to do 
broadcasts to advertise special BIC events-presentations, ven- classroom L~smctioc for se\7- 
dor fairs, etc.-or to promote awareness of important research era1 Iarge gro~ps  of cons$-- 
products. Laminated posters in aIi the eievator lobbies of the ants. M7e72 also be dcii~g in- 
building have also proved effective. dep5if two ho~r ,  ha&-oc 
The most successfid marketing venture we've done to date was . Zaining sessions for smder 
a Grand Opening celehatior, we orchestrated after we moved into a . grozps; v7CE conduct these 
beautiful new information facility in September 1393. A major ven- cksses Lq the BiC's end-user 
dor partnered with me to throw an elegant evecing cocktail party- techoiogy area. In fact, our 
waiters in black tie, hot passed hors C'oemres, candlelight, two orienwions w ~ d  ksmction 
open bars, floral arrangements, etc. I distributed a couple of sensa- classes have becone so popular that it now takes four members of the 
tional electronic invitations, designed. by our in-house graphic art- BIC tea% to divide up d the :raking duties. In Gie coxing y~~ ! ex- 
ists, and I persuaded our Manzging Partner to parricipate wiGl me pect to roll oxt our traairlhg eapabilkies tc adGtionai unis of :he p r ~ -  
in a ceremonial ribbon cutting. By v m e  of the fact that 1 had in- tice, and we v,G aiso oEer some "resezc?? b r i e f~g  sessions" closely 
cluded the Managing Partner's name in the text of the invitation, tdored tc the needs of our idustly Ems. 
we had a large partner, principal, and senior aanager turnout fc: Last but most definitely not ieasi: There's a relatively cew firm- 
the event! i set up a podium and sound system so that i could for- wide initiative underway which deais witfir kcowledge i~fegation 
n;aIly welcome everyone and make a few remarks about the BIC. A issues, and I'rr, in conversations c~rren"Ly aboxt ivays; that my de- 
senior executive from the vendor company next cffered some re- partment may be able to contribm to this" 
flections a b o ~ t  he successful information partcership they have 
with our BIG. Finaliy, our Managing Partner was very complimenta- What kind of paliticzd battles have yau er.reounte~d? 
ry of the BIC, and talke6 about the critical role icformai-ion services Can you describe same %ucc:ressestsvict6ries? 
delivery plays in helping M-krl: Andersen provide innovative solu- Every organization has its own vzriety of poiitid str;;z&es. To 
tions and knowledge products to cur clients. Everyoce at the Grand date, I've fomd Cie stxggles to be fewer here at Ar tk~r  Andersen 
Opening had a wonderful time and it was by far fie most satis@ng than in other companies wig? which I'm fmiliar. The best zntidcccte 
marketing venture i've ofganized thus far! whec under politid "a&d2' is simply to push ycurseif ints h@er 
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gear and tc ty even harder to do outstanding work. Ultimately tal- 
ent, professionalism, and high principles prevail. It's important to 
take a sfand on tough issues. But it's also important to choose one's 
battles carefully and to Keep at heart the company's best interests on 
the big picture level. 1 would attribute any political successes I've 
achieved to preparation-being certain I have bulletproof reasoning 
to sipport whatever position I'm taking--and also to knowing when 
to make coacessiocs. I also believe that "emotional intelligence," a 
concept people have only recently begun to analyze, is an invaluable 
asset ir, the business world, or in any other world for that matter. 
How b35. SJA brought value to your career? 
I've been able to hone my leadership skills through SLA. By hoid- 
ing vadcus ckapter and division offices, I've had opportunities to 
learn n e w  adninistrative s k i s  in a non-threatening atmosphere, to 
do lots of public speaking, to run large meetings, to practice negotizt- 
ing tec'aniques-the list goes on and on. This in itself is a subject for 
a full-lengt5 interview or article! Truly, it would be impossible for me 
to overestimate the value of the professional experiences I've had in 
SLA the richness of t!e relationships I've formed. It sounds trite, 
but there is nc way I v d l  ever be able to give back 'Lo the organiza- 
tion as much as i have already gleaned from it. 
M a t  were your goals when you started in the 
professisr~? Have you attained these goafs? What 
should SLA do to heIp members achieve their goafs? 
Wh:le I was in graduate school I thought I was headed for a ca- 
reer in academia. My first job after completing my degree was at 
Adelphi University on Long Island, where I was the library's "Auto- 
mation Tecknologist," responsible for supervising the conversion of 
their then 600,000 title catalog into machine-readable form. When 
the project came to ks conclusion, I moved into the corporate world. 
What's t3at saying about a duck in water? 
For the most part, I have been on track with the goals I've set for 
myself. There's a recent commerciai on television-I forget what the 
product or company &that includes the tag h e ,  "Moving at the 
speed of business." That's how I, and many of my information indus- 
try colleagues, feel right now. Every day brings new challenges. And 
my goals are currently in a very fluid state. I suspect that any answer I 
supply today may look very difFerenr: in as little as a year from now. 
SLA needs to continue its efTorts to, at the least, keep pace with the 
radical change we're all experiencing. Better yet, I'd like to see SLA 
consistently get out there ahead of the curve and help prepare the 
membership for the challenges we'; face tomoEow. Scoping out hot 
topics in other fields such as industrial/organkationaI psychology, 
management science, etc., and stayi~~g abreast of whzt the trend ma- 
lysts and futurists are saying is something we codd probably do more 
of. I once heard David Bender say i~ a speech that we should "learn to 
steal better," meaning there are things we can learn and adopt from 
other professions and associations. I totally agree with him. 
What is your favorite color arid why? 
Actually, in one of the management courses I attended since 
joining Arthur Andersen, I had an opportunity to work with a pro- 
Cessional image consultant. She informed me that everyone has a 
"magic" color-a color that will lift both one's spirits and appear- 
ance no matter what the circumstances. Mv madc color. the image 
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To Keep Its Competitive Edge, 
At Land 09Lakes, special librarians maintain ali kinds s f  information 
on the company's competitors. And they  share this critical cormpet- 
he Year 2000 is fast approaching, and many of us have expended a lot 
of energy preparing. The hype has been everywhere for too long, and 
we are receiving conflicting messages, which range from the laid back 
"no problem!" to "it's the end of the world, as we know it 
(TEOTWAWKI)!" This article is not about what you should do to save 
your business or check your home. There is a lot of advice readily 
available to read, and the web is filled with pointers. See places to look later in this article. 
The problem with much of what is out there is determining the value of the information for 
your specific case. I want to share the lessons I learned as a result of being involved with a 
Y2R remediation program. 
In the spring of !998, I became Year 2000 Coordinator for Babson College. The objec- 
tives of the college's Y2K program are: 
G The college's core academic and administrative software and hardware being Y2K 
compliani. 
I The college cormunity being fully aware of potential problems that could occur in the 
year 2000 and where to look for them. 
2% The community being provided with the knowledge and tools to 3ecome Y2R compliant. 
A challenging assignment, I found that the competencies we continually speak about for 
librarians were very valuable in enabling me to carry out the needed responsibilities. The 
Y2K body of knowledge is like any other subject knowledge. Consider some of the primary 
Hope Tillman is director oflibranes, Babson College, Babson Park, Hassachusetts. She may 
be reached via e-mi! at hope@hac.net. 
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competencies for special librariacs de- resources -w%'I its own unique fieids and 
scribed in Competenciesj"or Specid Libran- categories. The categories selected relevant 
0.25 Of the 21" Ccnrzy (SLA, Viashingcn, to Babson's holdings were commnnications, 
DC, 1997), p. 11-62: computing hardware, compsticg software, 
... 
:iz Eas expert knowledge of h e  content of facilities, nontraditiond computing devices, 
information resources, including 'L?e acd office equipment. For insknce, faciiities 
abiiity to evaluate critically, Alter, and included special9 systems, such as air con- 
syntiiesize. ditioriing, key conmi, security, and point- 
.air Has speciaiized rdbject kncwledge ap- of-sale (credit m d  systems). Software in- 
prcpriate to the business of the organi- duded both off-fne-shelf acd homegrown 
zation or dient. products. To start, nothing was too ?!via! to 
.... 
.ir:? Develops and manages ccnvenient, ac- inventory; Iater we determined whether or 
cessible and cost-effective information nct the levei of risk was wort? action, as we 
s e ~ i c e s  that are aligned with the stra- developed a d e z  picme of Cle critical core 
tegic directions of the organization. products. Whiie the first three-quafiers was 
. . . 
:i:i: Assesses information needs and de- . self-evident, the fast twenty-five pace,gt 
signs and mafxets value-added icfo:- cane through caref-d ankysis. 
matior: services m d  prodscts to meet The inventory of information technoic- 
identified needs. : gy (IT) related projects led to a separate 
The above competencies target the work project plan for IT prcrjeds (hardware, in- 
in whidi I have been invoived, Le., cocrdi- ternaliy produced software: major ccZIege 
nating the work of others for 52em ta review systems, and teiecommunications). An IT 
a3i the possible products affected by Y2K, project manager developed the detailed iT 
creating an inventory, fadikting commni- project plan, held a inieekijj report of 
cztions, and keeping track of progress. projects d ~ e ,  a short weekly meeting to 
Whiie it is late now to begin prepara- discxss problems, and 2 "celebra'L',onV of 
tion for YZK, it is never too iate to assess each groject completed. 
progress, manage tasks remaining, and 
review iessons learned. That process nev- 
e: stops. 
are inevitably going 9 fa3 t h u g 3  the 
cracks. No matter what planning takes 
ts place, things vzll go wrong on Januay 1; 
iogical pieces s~emed very obvious. First - but fae go& of this project 3as been CLQ min- 
you have to commmicate to people you are imize the surprises: to make sure the ais-  
going to i~volve them in a project, Glen ed- sior: crEca1 systems do wor'k, and to create 
ncate them, do a systematic inventory, pri- a process to deal with any sxprises that 
oritize, test, fix, and vdidate, and through- happen. 
out, use multiple modes of comxunicatian. Computer $itches are already a part of 
It is important 9 contintre to tell folks what ' our knovdedge base. The difference be- 
you are doing, iet them know how they ~wia - fweer, tke ones we experience periodically 
be impacted, and get their bzy-in. and the Y X  "bug" is tha; we cannot predict 
Project xanagement software protrided wPxn most ditches wiil occu.r. 
an easy smcC- re to do a systematic ap- Even witk a systematic, t>orough ap- 
proach to the problem: identify, triage, test, proach, some items are missed, and some 
fix, and validate. Microsoft Project98 has are icadequateiy identified. Some people 
been a vahable tool for macaging the Y2K who should bring prodncts foward for re- 
project. Having spent the energy to ieara view ddi not saderstand <?eir role. Many 
how to use it and seeing it in action, I now concerns Ied to the decision to replace ad- 
see $5 applicability in ali sons of o<ie?er plac- ministraticnlfacnrtyfcl computers all at once 
es. For me now, this is an inportant tooi in as the path of least resistance. The invento- 
my arsecal of favorites. xy broug5t to our attention lots of o5soleCe 
Creating an inventory was a basic steep programs, xany of which were left cn the 
in the management of the project. It re- machine as u ses  we?: to neui prod~cts. 
xinded me of creating 2 catalog of library Since Clese were not p w  of the curre~t 
load, they are no: on the new computers. 
A directive tc the community in the in- 
structions with the new machines urges 
checking the compliance database for any 
products needed locally that were not part 
of the initid load and only reloading 
those t%at 2re compliant. There are prod- 
ucts that may not be used more than once 
a semester or once a budget cycle, and it 
will take time to see if these have beer, 
addressed zdequately' 
A vendor even brought forward a prob- 
Iem that was not on our radar. We had to 
ask the vendor who on our campus was us- 
ing their pragram. It turned out that it was 
still needed, and replacement is happening 
thanks to the vendor. The person who had 
not reported it, did not know what ques- 
tions she sizo~ld have been asking and did 
not understand the Y2K issue, even with 
the coxmuniv education program. 
The invectory database categorized 
products into six areas: communications, 
con:~pU::er hardware, computer software, fa- 
cilities, non-traditional computing, and of- 
fice eqizipment. For each, the level of priori- 
ty was reques'led: safetylloss of life, inter- 
ruption. of scrvice, loss of critical data, mod- 
erate loss, needed for curriculun?,, faculty 
research, loss of non-critical information, 
impact not yet assessed. For those that re- 
mained. as "impact not yet assessed" when 
we were makicg decisions, we treated these 
as "intcrmptioc of services," a level where 
we looked for solutions. 
I looked for information directly from 
vendors vis &e Internet or direct contact, 
from other organizations using the same risks were not acceptable, we determined a vendors for compliance infomation or when 
products. or from the greater Y2K indus- remediation strategy. Defining risk as a compliant versions would be available, and 
try. The support role of the Internet function of how a system is used, identi- we have tracked and made certain we ob- 
should not be underestimated. While the fied possible causes of failure, and poten- tained compliant versions, if the products fell 
Internet can bl: legitimately blamed as the tial harm caused by failure. By determin- in the core list of products supported. 
source of much irrelevant information, it ing acceptable risks, we decided how to al- Where systems were not complia>t, we 
has also beea the distribution vehicle for locate resources to remedy unacceptable sought to iCentify alternatives, costs, bene- 
a. tremendous amount of good material, a risks, in other words, how to choose what fits, and priorities. For Clings outside the 
reason that we are at a time when we can to work on, whzt systems must be re- core list, w7e found the information about 
spend more emphasis on evaluation than placed, which coujd be modified and made compliance from vendors to bring to the at- 
finding r escurces. acceptable, and low prior@ systems which tention of those who used them, urging 
We wecc through a process to deter- could wait. Sorry to report that the com- them to let us know what decision they 
mine the risks that the product under con- plete inventory database I developed for were making in terms of upgrade, removal, 
sideration would not adequately support the Babson commnnity is available only to or living with non-critical errors. The com- 
the desi~ed user capability or mission, re- members of the Bzbson community. pliance database was systematically kept up 
viewing these risks for acceptability. If the For vendor products, we have gone to the to date over the course of the year and a 
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,ements half, and a Fie of compliance stat 
has beec h i l t .  In some cases we have 
searched for test results from others' e q e -  
rience with similar prod-xts. 
Being Year 2000 compliant means more 
<?an correct processing of dates beforeiafter 
2000, with proper transition across critical 
dates. It also means 
the recognition of tile year 2000 as a 
leap year. 
unambiguous input m d  display of dates. 
understanding of date horizons and 
calculations: both the leading and "iraii- 
ing date horizons. 
determining the acceptability of siiding 
windows versus Eied whdows. 
correct processing of dates used for 
"non-date" functions. 
Systems calculate and store dates in the 
future. How far ahead depends on the func- 
tions: weeks or months for baing cydes, 
years for academic planning or license re- 
newais, and even decades for financial in- 
struments. The farthest fume date which a 
system must handle at a r~y given mcment 
is its "leading date horizon," which deter- 
mines dates which require testing, in ad- 
vance of New Year's and Leap Day transi- 
tions. A simple library example is a ii'arary 
with 2 four-week checkout period. Decem- 
ber 4, 1999, is twenty-eight days prior to 
january I, 2000, Test with L?e date set to 
December 4. February 1, 2000, is dso  criti- 
cal, because it is 28 days before Leap Day. 
A book was due on December 28, 1999, 
and it is now January 5, 2000. WiII the fine 
be calculated correc'Ly3 The "tra%ng date 
horizon," on tile otirer hand, determkes 
how far back into the past a system must 
handle and calculate dates. Set the dock be- 
yond January 1, 2000, and other criticaI 
dates to test functions that calculate eIapsed 
time since a stared date. For a pension sys- 
tem calculating age, the trailing date hori- 
zon may be over one-hundred years. 
Systems may use 'Yked. windows" or 
"sliding windows" to interpret the century, 
and store it unambigmusly. Fixed and 
sliding windows are a convenience 'Lo r;s- 
ers entering data: but acceptaXe only if t3e 
risks of anbigulty are low. in MS Excel, 
which has a Exed windows approach, 2 
date entered as 12/31/19 is interpreted as 
12/31/2019, but a date entered zs Sill20 assistance you need. Librariaes in any ven- 
bv3l be interpreted as 1/1/1920. Adding I to tc.e know that we work most successhliy 
a date entered as 12/31/19 correctly pro- when we work coIlaborative!,y with others. 
dwes 1/1/2320. Excei is s& for you for a Far employees ffie "what's in it for nne"  car^ 
particular usage, if you dor:'t need to enter depend on performance appraisal Ieading to 
dates beyond 2019 or before 1920. A fixed saiary decisions. VliiL? compensation: the 
wicdw is only a temporary sciution, but it Iick is obvious. Other Iinks include: 
may be acceptable.The window segcg must 2 It makes my iife easier 
he beyond the leading date horizon for the 3 It aaices my life richer 
partic'dar usage. 3 I feel more part of a group. 
A sliding window is d a l a t e d  based on The buy-in we used was to sizow how 
the current date and a horizon. For exam- we could 2nd out the Y2K compliance of 
pie, a sliding window set thirty years ahead the products used and answer their ques- 
would interpret 4/16/28 as 1929 if the air- tions and what needed to be done to make 
rent date is June 15, 1998: but wou3 inter- sure things worked on ja~uary  1, 2030, 
pret it as 2029 if entered on June 15, 1999. and beyocd, and what wotrid happen if 
The horizoc must be partirdiar to the func- they did cething. 
tion. A sliding window cac be a permanent 
solution, if date horizons are well-defined 
and the assux~plicns are vaM. The hori- n to detail is extremeiy 
zons and their implications aus t  be weIi important, equally critical is a big picare 
doc-mented. When in doubt, four-digit view. From Lie beginning, we never ex- 
years are safest for display and for input. . pected to be able to Fx everything but 
Finally, there are "non-date" uses of wanted to pi& out the nissior: critical 
daces, such as file Games with date ede- problems to focv.s oa. The word we x e d  
ments, archives of 3 e s  and data based on was '"triage." it qxickly became clesr that 
date, and passwords based on dates. These 'vtCrli1e some things came up in eve?/ con- 
wii1 be fine if unique and unambiguous as - versation, tile ideztification of mission 
iong as they can be read and interpreted by aitical a h  reflected departwental con- 
sabsequent processes after ianuary I ,  cerns: which couid cot be overiooked ic 
2000. The nua5er "99" has frecyently Lie process: and, as you Elighr expect, in- 
been used to indicate "permanent-cever terrelationships showed the impact of of- 
deiete," and "00" to say ''test record." fices on one a~other.  
N the SLA conference in Minneapolis in 
June 1999, Stewart %and challenged us to 
think about t h e  differentiy and not to let 
to explain iLO o u  "the sbxiek of fr,e urgerC dro~m out lire low 
community CLilat this problem belcngs to ev- gxmbie of the very impormt, C?e strrff that 
eryfsody. We urged them to read available - will bite yo% hard later." In his iatest book, 
literamre and follow the news, and share LE?e Cbck @the Long Now, Brand sWts that 
the information they learned viiL? their co!- . "exercise is zlways the best preserver. Major 
leases.  We created a Loas Notes discus- rdigious wofks are L~pressiveiy pe~sistent 
sion gcup  ,'or Y2K Department Coordina- because each age copies, analyzes and trses 
tors, but it was a total failure. It was an ex- them. The books Iive and are kept contem- 
tra step thst coordinators did not take. porary by freqne~t use.'? I hope t h t  x m y  of 
%ere were only a couple of conMbutors, you were at the Stewart Bracd presentation 
and the only way to be sure the Department or obtaked the tape of 52e session and have 
Coordinators got the message, was to send baz& the book. 
a broadcast e-mail to the entire group. Of 
course, there is no way to guaran"Lee that 
even then a message sent is a message 
read. A mzjor iesson learned! take glace. Never assume ar, obj'ec5ve is 
A valuable concept is to see hcw you fixed. Fieview it regularly and %ten to what 
can incorporate "'what's in it for me (;vi- is going on around yon, Hew do yo3 get 
ifm)" to ensure brry-in for those whose tke focus on 2% opportlmiPy zd dot the 
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threat? We need t~ focus on the big picture. 
%ere s a certainty that change is part of 
the plaa. 
Y2K ?as brmght to light the time sensi- 
tivity that can be writtell into computer pro- 
grams, and these will continue beyond 
2000. 'fie will not have the luxury of wait- 
ing urtd 10,000 to experience the next 
"millennium-like bugs, " The fxed windows 
approa:hes that some of the software ven- 
dors have used assure that we have new 
dates to watch out for. Some of these are al- 
ready krtown, such as the Windows NT op- 
erating system upper date of 2079. 
The Y2K industry, which has evolved to 
help with solving the yesr 2000 problems 
or providing coping mechanisms, is an ex- 
ampie of an industry directly arising out of 
need, and it skould dissolve as quickly as it 
has arisen. On the other hand, this industry 
is really about quality control and built in 
obsolescence, and as such may transform : 
itself to have a very productive future. 
We asked a tremendous amount of em- 
ployees to f~ the problems or change the : 
tools they were using to new ones. Praise 
works better than punishment, whether it is 
your o m  employees or others who are con- 
tributing to the organizational effort. It is 
always important to reward accomplish- : 
ment. 'We identified individuals to coordi- 
nate departmental efforts, and knew we 
needed to acknowledge their work and 
make sure their supervisors continue to see 
the importance of their role. 
The IT team was taken to dinner at one 
point to acknowledge the level of their ac- 
complishments. 
An issue has been the fact that this 
project h.as been ongoing for more than a 
year, and employees' initiatives have fre- : 
quently been of shorter duration. We will 
acknowledge everyone this fall, but some 
employees may already have left, some 
may have been in many activities since 
this o n ,  or they may already have forgot- 
ten about the Y2K efforts they 
provided.The lesson learned here is that 
celebration is critical, and it needs to be 
nurtured and vigorously supported. There 
are lots of opportunities for us to hone our : 
sicills with projects like UZK. It's an excit- 
ing time to be in our profession. 8 
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Babson College V2K site 
http:i!wurw.Ibabson.eduiy2 hi 
Hope Tiltman's Year 200Q: 205 Days %o Go 
[presentation at the SLA annuai conference 
in Minneapolis) 
http:l!'w ww.tiae.netiusersihopeig2hi 
mlTRUESC Year 2000 Web Site 
h8p:llw ww.mitre.afgireseaach!rg2hi 
VZiC ComptSiitace Database for Consumers 
h22p://www.y2 hbase.e@ml 
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FRZZ PRESS. FREE SPESCH. FFEE SPIRIT 
International Li 
The Freedom Forum and Special Libraries 
Association are seeking applications from 
librarians for a two week program prowding 
opportunities for librarians to work abroad in an 
international Freedom Forum Library. The 
projects will be conducted in Europe, Asia, 
South America and Africa. 
There are four training opportunities in 2000. 
The project will be to conduct a training program 
and create appropriate training materials on the 
internet and its use in news research, Specific 
sites of the training are still to be determined. 
Applications for this program will be judged by a 
panel of representatives from the Special 
Libraries Association and The Freedom Forum. 
QUALIFICATlONS: 
MLS from an accredited school. 
Proficiency with internet as a research 
tool. 
Interest in the news library environment. 
Current member of Special Libraries 
Association. 
TO APPLY: 
in addition to completing the appiication form, 
you must supply the following information: 
1. An essay outlining the training program you 
would develop, the training methods and 
materials you wouid use. the training activities 
you would organize and why you are uniquely 
quaiified to execute this project. 
2. Three references or letters of 
recommendation. 
You may also include a current resume (optionai 
and not in k u  of completed application form). 
Your application must be postmarked by 
November 30, 1993 to quaiify for %Re 2000 
program. Ail materials, including 
recommendation letters and essay should be 
submitted by the deadline. 
Send  the completed application to: 
Phyllis Lyons 
Director/Library Sewices 
The Freedom Forum 
1 781 Wilson Boulevard 
Arlington, VA 22209 
Phone: 9031284-2862 
Fax: 7041528-3528 
E-Mai!: p[yons@freedomfor~m.~$rg 
The Freedom Forum will arrange and fund 
airfare, lodging, per diem for rneak, shipping of 
materials, and a $1000 stipend for the 
successful candidate. 
The successful candidate will be natified in writing by 
December 15, 5999. 
Upon cornpietion, the candidate is required ta submit 
a report to the Directsr/Library Services of The 
Freedom Forum defaiiing the activities and results a i  
the project. 
 
1 (FOR FREEDOM FORUM USE ONLY) 1 I 
Name: -- 
THE FREEDOM FORUMISPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION 
Last Name: FirsVMiddle Name: 
Permanent Address (where you can be reached by the Selection Committee): 
Address: 
City: StatelProvince: 
Country: Zip/Postal Code: 
Telephone (where you can be reached by the Selection Committee): 
EDUCATION 
Undergraduate College: 
Degree, Year Degree Granted: 
Major:--- Minor (if you had one): 
Graduaie College: 
Degree Year Degree Granted: 
EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE 
Current Position: From: To: 
Company: 
i i  ie§: Responsibi"1' 
- 
- - 
Previous Position: F r o m :  To: 
Company: 
ResponsibiEities: 
Previous Position: From: To: 
Company: . -- 
Responsibilities: 
Other Appropriate Experience: - 
Career Goals: 
--- 
Applicarrt Signature: Date: 
For more information, 
Dues income Cost of Service Son-Dues lncome 
fie nel cost ~ providing S U k  pro- 
grants and semices lo each member in 
1999 is $187.25 per me ink  Each 
member conm3ules, on merge, $124.24 
ddues revenue. fiis mems that $73.02 
ofnt?l no^-dues income must be pener~ted 
$! 14.24 $187,26 $73.02 for evey member just to provide a bal- 
Amounts are per member cnced budgett 
Dues Income 
Dues i'eJenue represents 22 9/0 $the FY 
ZOO0 Dra@ Budget ?-%%hi&' non-dues rme- 
Non-Dues lncome 
7s,o% nuegenerates the remaining 78%. 
Aitotments t o  Chapters, Divisions, 
Caucuses and Student Croups 8% ! 1 
Membership Recruitment 
and Retention 7% 
Publications 11% 
contact Leadership Service 15% 
Richard Wallace, 
SLA l ) - e a ~ ~ ~ e r  Other Programs and Services 10% 
(re~&e@aestaIy.wm). o , 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% , 
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ur raison re is science 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 
Subscribe to PNAS and access the online journal at no extra charge. 
1. In 2G00, PNAS online (full text and graphics) 
is included with all institutional subscrip- 
tions. 
3 L ~ .  Institutional subscription rates for 2000 are: 
$880 (U.S.), $1 105 (elsewhere, includes 
expedited delivery). 
:). Library users will have online access to: 
The2000v olurne (26i ssues) withno 
mail delays-full text, graphics, and 
suppIementary material on the Web. 
Full t ext and graphics 1996- 1999. 
Free interj ournallinks-hyperlink from 
reference citations to articles they refer to. 
Cross-j ournal se arching-search across 
miiltiple journals. 
4. PNAS Online subscriptions provide access 
to employees, faculty, staff, and students 
officially associated with the subscriber, and 
zuthorized patrons of the subscriber's library 
facilities that are administered from the 
subscriber's site or campus. 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Order through your subscription agent or 
directly through PNAS. Once PNAS has 
received payment, you wiii receive a letter 
telling you how to register via the Web for 
online access in 2000. To activate your 
online subscription, you will need: 
Institution's IP address(es). 
Contact name, title, phone, fax, and e-mail. 
Access Code nunber (indiided with the letter). 
PNAS CIRCULATION OFFICE 
2101 Constitution Ave NW 
F02013 
Washington, DC 20418 USA 
Phone: 1-202-334-2672 
Fax: 1-202-334-2738 
E-mail: subspnas@nas.edu 
Internet: www. pnas.org 
The fair use of works in disznce educa5cn has been 
one of the most extraordinarily difficult copyright i s s ~ e s  
for colleges and universities. One source of difficulty has 
been the changing nztclre of distance edmatioc, as dis- 
plays and performances of apyrigffted works have 
moved from a relatively confined television environment 
to the Internet, where :ematerials may be further d~piicated 
and transmitted with ease. Libraries are $so kvolved in- 
creasing~ with deiivering materids to students at remote 
Iocztions through electronic reserves and other services. 
ho the r  source of difficulty is the pecuiiar 1aw for dis- 
tance education. A new report from the G.S. CopyTigizt Of- 
fice addresses these issues and proposes revisions to the 
law to xhieve a more meaningfd workable balance 
between the rights of copyright owcers and users, while 
promoting the continued growth of distance education 
p, ,,>p.s- :<,-bs. 
* L  . 
using dig121 technologies. Should Congess enact those 
progosals, e&~cators tvculd have cew opportznities for 
reaching students at remote iocatiocs. E&~catcrs would 
aisc need 3 iimit access to stdents enrolled in the 
course, iqiemen; systems for informing students and 
others about copyr@t, and strive "bo prevent misuse cf 
copyrighted content by students through ifilf3rmatkri pro- 
g r a m  and warning notices. 
In order ',o foster qu&y eaucation, ccpyright iaw iong 
has dowed instructors ',o make dispiays and perfor- 
mances of cogyrighted works-without permission from 
owners-in the live, face-to-face classroom at nonprofit 
e6ucationA iinstitutions. 9 ~ c z  the educational ex;serkace 
is transmitted 3 remo'Le iocations, however, existing law, 
enacted by Congess in 1976, sets :igorous ground mles 
and applies sharp Iimits 03 h e  m e s  of works Cqat may 
be used 2'; dl. 
Current Iaw ger:erally restricts transmissions of pro- 
tected works to students vLzo are located in dassrooms or 
other simiiar locations. Even 5 e c ,  those copgilighed 
works may not include audiovisual works and dramatic 
literary and musical works. Clearly, the law does nos fos- 
ter the gcvrth of distznce iearning Gzrcrrgh digital tech- 
nologies, where stcldents nay  access mate:iAs at Ioa- 
'Lions other ihan a "classroom," and where the 'L:ansmis- 
s i x  necessarily invveives some i n c i d e n ~  copies in order 
to make the display or performacce of a work possible, 
Moreover, the disaI'!owar,ce cf whole categories of works 
forces dlogica! barriers on the advanzement of 1earnicg.k 
October 1998. Congress charged the Copyright Office witk 
f ie  duq of exminicg the issues and mzking recommen- 
dations. The restiit is an ambitions stlrdy List suweys 
pro5Iems witiz exiskg law, identifies the underlying FOE- 
cies for striking a balance between protectir,g the rights 
3f copyright owners, and articulates proxisiag solutions 
that would ailow ed.xators to use works under Iimivd 
circumsznces. The repon makes the foilowing imrjortant 
and tho'~;$ztfaI recommen&tiors for revising the stswte: 
Expand coverage of rights to meet tec~20~0@cd 
necessities. Digital trammissions imolve the making of 
L'v3j~@hr &yE?ii E,;nti3li& p@c? && 
by Kenneth D. Crews. Crm~s k associate professor $llaw and @$bray a& infoomzatibn science and msockzte dean 
the Facultiesfor Copyright Management, Indiana Lmive'rsipPurdue Unil~ersirJ, indianapolis. For more' infoma- 
tion, contact Laura Gasaaay (laura~as~aay@unc. eduj. 
Taylor & Fraccis is pleased to announce chat the award 
winning reference publisher, 
Europa Publications 
has joined our group of distingilished companies. 
For more than 60 years, Europa has been providing 
libraries with reference works covering every aspect of 
international affairs, politics, and economics. These refer- 
ences have earned an outstanding reputation for accuracy 
and reli~bility, providing libraries w i h  c ~ ~ p r e h e n s i v e  and 
up to date information on every region of the world. 
In the past, Europa's publications have been available 
from several different sources. Now that they have joined 
Taylor dc Francis, this will no longer be the case, Effective 
immediately, these titles can be purchased from the vendor 
of your choice (book wholesaler or subscription agent) or 
directly from Taylor 8c Francis. 
PLEASE CONTACT THE VENDOR OF YOUR CHOICE 
or ORDER DIRECT FROM TAYLOR & FRANCIS 
Call Toll-Free: 1-800-821-8312 
Send your purchase order to: 
Taylor Sc Francis, 47 Runway Road, Levittown, ?A 19057 
Fax: 215-269-03E~3/emaiI:bkorders@tayi0rai~df~-an~i~~~o~ 
Our aim for the hture is to increase your awareness of 
Europa titles, both new refere~ce works afid updated 
editions of established titles, while providing the same 
high level of senice libraries have come to expect from 
Taylor & Francis. 
We look forward to serving youi 
copyright ~ori!er", fram page 44 protedon, and the iastiktioc shodd implement technologicd pro- 
incidental copies to aake  the transmission possillie. The Copyight tections to prevent unauthorized access and further dissemination 
Off~ce proposes that transient copies be regasded simply as part of of the materid. 
the automatic technical process of a tracsmissioc. Permit rekntion of a copy of t3e distance education program on 
Allow displays and performances h the context of mediated a server for access limited to students in the course duri~,o 5ie 2s- 
instruction. The Copyright Office expressed concem with elec- ration of the course. 
tronic reserves or other mmgements whereby entire works ase Continue to apply fair use to activities oxtside the exemp- 
made available to smdents, potentially displacing sales. To facilitate tion for distance education. Examples of possible fair nse indude: 
uses for education& purposes, however, 5ie report recornends convertlr,g a work from analog to di@t format for transmission, 
that works be used in a context where C!e instractor is illustrating and ming no xore thac a iimited portion of a work. The repoz dso 
a point or where the use is an i3tegrd part of a course strudxe. emphasizes that pideiines interpreting fair use are not the law and 
Expand the scope of allowed materials. The recommends- may at best provide a safe har5or from potential Eabiiily, but the 
tions would eliminate the current proscription of dramatic il~orks Copyright Office remains hopeful that understandings of f& asa 
and audiovisual works. On the other hand, the proposal vi'o~ld a1- may emerge from &&re discnssions amorg 6iverse stakeholders. 
low only limited portions of those woriis ic a manner consistent Should these recommendations become law, ednmtionai insthd- 
with the market for that type of woLI and L?e pedagogical purposes tions ~ $ 1  have both new opporanlties and new responsibiiitks. 2% 
of the nse. have the benefit of the law, educational institxtions and tbeir librar- 
Eliminate the requirement of transmitting the educational ies vJilI have to establish policies arid procedures and assure that 
experience solely to dassrooms and similar places. Implement faculty, iibrxians, and students are aware of the Iaw and are com- 
safeguards to reduce risk to the copyright owners. 'ikansient plykg with its conditions. As the report goes to Congress, inter- 
copies may be rebined only as needed 'lo complete the transxis- ested parties should convey their views and concerns in order that 
sion. The instir~tion nus t  develop copyright policies and provide d ~ e  law may ultimately serve the impomnt objectives of education. 
those policies to shidents, faculty, and others. The tracsmission The Coppigkt Office repoz on &stance ed;~cation is wailable at 
must include a notice that contents may be subject to copyright h~p:llI~jdeb.Ioc.go~/copy~ight/. 83 
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Powerful 
with 
Information Starts 
Just One Click 
The INSPEC Database 
For Physics, Electrical & Electronics Engineering, 
and Computing & Control 
The power of a database is determined not only by the number of records it contains, but 
also by the quality of its indexing. With respected subject experts on staff, strict quality 
control pracrices and meticulous error-correction procedures in place, INSPEC ensures 
that you'l always get the twgeted results you expect. Now with over 6 million records, 
it is still the most comprehensive English-language database in the fields of coverage. 
INSPEC delivers results that are current, precise and relevant. 
New! INSPEC Ondisc 
For the first t h e ,  the INSPEC Database is available on CD-ROM 
direct from the IEE, and in a Windows or Web-Intranet environment. 
Take advantage of free back$le offer for 1999. 
Contact INSPEC for more information. 
Come visit us at: 
Online World '99, Booth #416 and 
Internet Librarian 9 9 ,  Booth #319. 
The Power of InfomtatjOll 
379 Thornzll Street - Edison, NJ 08837 
"Even though there are many 
make a cafi, and have someone 
search for you,. ." 
Pamela Lacy,  Srafl Librarian, Lord Coip. 
NERAC subsci-iber since 1977 
With 250 patrons and only a part-time assistant to help her, Pamela Lzcy finds NERAC a reai time- 
saver. She says she particularly iikes the "one-slop-shopping" convenience NERAC offcrs :he professions: 
librarian. Pamela says she calls NERAC Document Services twice a week :c orcier documects referenced in 
the several NERAC Tech Tracks she 5as set up for her patrons. 
"'Being able to just call in, give a number, then wait for the docnment tz arrive is a. whole lot easier 
than trying to find a source for it myself;" she says. 
Parnelz cites her frequent document ordering as a good indication that her company is getting its money's 
worth from their NERAC subscription. 
"Around here, if they don't find it useful, they won't use it. And I'm getting requests for XERAC 
things all the time," she says. 
No other infomation provicier c m  boas: NERAC's lxge staff of indus2y-trained scientists, engineers 
and business speciziists, and NERAC subscribers know it. 
L 6  1C I; I'm dong a sezrch (herself, using a large information retrievz! service) and it's a cornpIicated 
search, I will search as much as E can," Pamela concedes. 
"Then I will call NERAC to see if I'm on the right track." 
NERAC, lnc. i T~chnc iogy  Drive Taiian5, CT 26084-3900 
Phone: 860-872-7C00 Fax: 860-875.; 749 E-mail: hfoQnerac.com 
-r ,  i ne ; 3 ~ ~ j ! 9 y :  - The fcr ,r\,L4~tada:ar 
2nd ;he G e t y r a !  Lack 3f It. 
As the World Wide Web becomes increasingly impor- 
tant as a source of information, the lack of data about 
available documents becomes ever more apparent and 
fru~tratir~g. Hypertext Markup La~.guage (HTML), the 
predominant medium for displaying documents on the 
web, has a limited set of tags for page presentation and 
precious few tags to indicate structure or describe the 
content of a document, HTML can tell us where the 
images, text, and tables should appear in relation to 
each other on z page. It cannot tell us the structured 
fields in a document or any descriptive infarmation 
about its content. If we hope to find exact kfarmation 
amidst the deluge of data on the web, we first need 
more information about the structure and descriptive 
content contained within the documents we seerch. 
For published documents to yield information about 
their makeup to search engines, authors must embed struc- 
tural information withii those documents in some way. The 
need for this metadata is not news to librarians; we have 
long understood the value of controlled vocabulury and in- 
&zing on search results. But many producers of informa- 
tion on the web have been reluctant to expend the overhead 
needed to create "data about data" in their doc~ments and 
records. Until recently, the questions for publishers have 
been: "What are the advantages of spending t h e  and mon- 
ey adding descriptive content to electxonic publications?" 
And, "If it were in the interest of the organizaticn to zdd 
this data, how would we go about adding it?" 
,;v:e;?da;- i ; ;  [he ,pas; 2nd "?sent 
In the print medium, provision of basic metadata in 
the form of Library of Congress Cataloging In Progress 
data has become an automatic pzrt of publishing since 
the early 1970s. Publishers participate in this program to 
ensure their work will appear in the nation's library cata- 
logs. In the late 1980s, desktop publishing led to the de- 
mocratization and decentralization of estabiished pub- 
lishing venues. The proliferation of electronic publishing 
in the late 1990s has created a means of worldwide dis- 
tribution for the "kitchen table" publisher. Deiocratiza- 
tion is usually accompanied by some chaos, and one type 
of chaos is in the area of descriptive data on the web. For 
those whose background in publishing consists of a mo- 
dem and an AOL account, awareness of the importance of 
metadata is not very high. Traditional publishers tend to 
know of its importance, and generally make some effort to 
convert their traditional metadata into electronic metadata, 
but even they lack guidelines, standards, or a vehicle. 
Currently, there are a number of metadata projects 
underway worldwide. The Dublin Core Metadata Initia- 
tive (http:/lpurl.orglmetz.data!dubfin~core!~ has estab- 
lished fifteen core elements for resource discovery of 
web documents. Meanwhjle, fhe Worid Wide Web Con- 
sortium [(WX) http://~~,zrw.w3.org/RDF!] has devel- 
oped a Resource Description Framework (RDF) that pro- 
vides the architecture used to describe content for 
browsers and other tools. 
In Hypertext Markup Language, the < m e w  tag has 
evolved in response to the xeed for rr~etadata, but its use is 
so haphazard, and the syl?tax so arbitmy, that it affords 
us only slight information about the document. Many pub- 
lishers omit metadata, waiting for a more reliable standard 
into which to invest the overhead of adding this informa- 
tion to data. &?d not all search engjnes support metadata. 
The reasons being, because either they have found it to be 
unreliable or the use of metadata has been abused by 
those who attempt to position their site at the top of the 
heap in search results. This problem is made worse when 
many suppliers of raw data (web pages) know little about 
the needs of information xtrieval systems. Web site cre- 
ators pay attention to whether a site is exciting enough to 
attract people and to keep fhem coming back. They are not 
as attentive to whether a sit& is going to be easy to find as 
a result of sufficient rnetadata. Even if they are aware of 
the issue, in a multimedia-infused, hourly updated world, 
the overhead of providing metadata can appear excessive. 
--, - .  . i !;? 2 ,;-& n<7 <a:. ,fin?,. ? / - %  " Y'hiJ: :y .,viuitu: ; 
Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) pro- 
vides a complete, standardized vehicle for providing 
metadata. If only that were all we needed! SGML has 
been around for over fifteen years, but its acceptance and 
use has been limited by two important factors. First, it is 
very complex, and its learning curve is steep enough to 
by Nei! Bartholomew and Sherry O'Brien. Both authors are web developers at the American Mathematikal Sociep. 
f iey  mgvbe reached at rzgb@amr;.org and sao@ams.org, respectrtrvely. For more infomation, contact 7Fm McMahon 
(txm@ams. org) , 
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deter m a y  pctentiai users. Tie other, perhap more important. rea- wig appear sooner Gian of~ers,  and it is likely to be a few years be- 
son is the iack of cheap, user-friendly tools LT a common Catch-22 fore 52e average web consumer erters thrs brave new world. Wow- 
of tke market, t5e lack of sucil tools keep  out potentid users x:d ever providers of doccments must prepax for this transition now 
the iack of poter:tiai users keeps developers fron? prodxing the toois by tainkiqg in terms of agged structured data. As many y~b2ishers 
Database creators have given struc'L'Jre to data, without m-~ch at- are discovering. it is much more dfficdt (at times impcss:bie) to go 
tentior! to the relationship between stzcmre and presenZDon, and back acd strilbure existing electronic dccuments thar to use stmc- 
without much portabiIitgi Publishers have focrzsed on pnseintatiorl, t.~ring tags from the sta6, 
but not much on the underlying structdre of data Feopie :n electron- 
ic comerce want safe, efficient bbusiness transacticns, however they WV: %es T? 5 A 'C * ;T . YS::~ COT rmL+ ? .y3 
often rely on human data en&-- or human tramiction checking. T<s Sezckkg wilI $e easier an6 faster. %e merger of XML strumre 
circumvents the need for popable stmctcred data which would arise a d  me0a ta  on the web ~4 . l  make argetd  search'mg possibie. %ere 
wkh machine-to-machifie commerce. Scddedy, these three worlds wJ be less time spent on ~2.12 exckmge between servers Web t m s -  
are finding a common x e d  as databases become part of pubiications actions r d l  no ionge: requke a request-&& then a w& for a re- 
(and vice versa), and business transactions ove: the web st%~< to sponse from a remote server-followed by a response and redisplay of 
look more like "documents" which rely on databases pages. Your comp~2r will be abie t~ process 11:ufl mole strclctxred 
hk i o d y  and then ask for more iinfomatioa frorn;, remote machimes 
Vi;'i";y 1; E v f r y ~ r p  &,ilzln; a t ,  ,, as 2ecessz-y. T5e web wd do sore than shuffle p:etky picc~res $om 
,,<tersibie Var:,;~ i?rg,s;f c- XI:-: one a m ~ u t e r  to Zle nez. It wiii becme 2. tog1 for me re$ sharing of 
The brief answer: There's big money to be made (or saved) by irlf~~ation-law contracts, medical resexcki, music, fiaansal reports, 
structuring the data. Site developers are reaiizmg t5at even the and scientific noI2tion from machine to naclime. Of co-srse. we m s t  
coolest site wiil BiI if no one knows how to 2nd it. Stxcc~red, ZC zgee tc standards foxa t  before any of these advances a~ be 
searchable informa'lion about sites, included in the content of the universally appiied. g 
site itself, will be f ie  key to discovery by the Srget audience. 
People involved in e-commerce are reaiizing that machice-to- 
machine communication ~ 7 %  make all manner of transactions 
cheaper to perfo:m, and wiil ailow machines to initiate them. For 
example, if my inventory datzbase cotices Clat it's x n ~ i n g  IGW on 
bolts, it can initiate a transaction with your order-entry database, 
which teIis your warehmse to ship them to me before i ever knew I 
needed them. it won't matter whes~er my database system can taik 
to yours. If they are both able to input/output XML, then the serv- 
ers cal-. taik with each other. For this, they need an agreement or; 
the format for stmctured data. is likely to be 5?e chaice. This 
will make it possible for retailers and wk:oksaiers to maintain muck: 
lower inventories, dramatidy reducing costs. 
Publishers are getting into tiie business of online information 
services, catdogs of products, and searchabie indexes. These prod- 
ucts and services used to be mostly provided by third parties, so 
pombility of data was less important and propriekry database for- 
mats were sufficient. To get into the information services business, 
online publishers must be abie to easily ccnvec from internal daZ- 
base formats into a portable, versatile foxat .  
Producers of doo~mens are zlso discoverkg the need for xd2ivaI 
quality encodkg of electonicaliy pubIished materid. SGML is s ~ i  the 
ideal mededm for this, but the avdability of X k E  T:ay encourage 
some who might have been intin~idated by the complex@ and ex- 
pense of usfig SGML XhL has sometkxs been refexed tc as "SGWI 
Lite," and while there is more to it than that, XML is ve;y sirditr to 
S G K  with the more esoteric md complex features removed. 
The learning curve with X W  is much shaliower 52an that of 
SGIN and affordable user-frien6ly tools ace becoming avaiiable as 
developers recognize their growing mxket. In crder for aX of this 
magic to work, there will ceed to be XWL editing tools, XvK-capable 
web servers and browsers, and relztional databases that can re- 
spond to SOL queries with mE data output. Some of these toois 
tional 
C/O FTZ Karisruhe c!o Japan Science and Technology C/O CAS 
Phone: (149) 7247/808-555 Corporation, Information Center for Phone: 800-753-4CAS (4227) 
Telefax: (49) 7247!808-259 Science and Technology (JICST) or 614-447-373 1 
E-mail: hipdeskk @ fiz-kxls,uhe.de Phone: (41) 3-5214-8413 Telefax: (614) 447-3751 
Telefax: ( t8  1) 3-5214-8410 E-rriail: help @cas .org 
E-mail: helpdesk@mr.jst.go.jp 
A division of the American Clzeinical Society 
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MZVIWealld Canfennee 6 Expc 
http:/lm~.kmexpo.com 
KMMiorid 
October 5-7, 1999 
Chicago, IL 
I~lefgiwg Traditions: 
Edracatian C~rrfefttnee 
d Wltidv~est ChifysteriMHBt 
http://~11.~,;v.lib.msu.edu/mhsla/ 
conf99 
Midwest ChapterlM'L4 
Oc~ober 6-9, 1999 
Grand Rapids, MI 
erg l i~~  f E~X~~BRIC 
ivrfarrnatiart ire the 21 st Century 
http:l/www.memphs.edulethics2li 
index.htm1 
The University cf Memphis 
October 7-10, 1999 
Memphis, TN 
LBbnsks, Copyright 
b the I&er~re% 
hrtp:ll~~~w.pbs.orgiaIs/order 
PBS 
October 14, 1999 
Via Satellite 
A R r n  
h~p:l/~~?n,w.arma.org/hql 
home.html 
ARMA 
October 17-20, 1999 
Cincinnati, OH 
SM &I[ Videasonferpnse 
Effective Negotiating Techniques 
for Licensing Contefit 
http:l/ww.sIa orglprofessionaIl 
license.shtld 
October 14, 1999 
Anywhere in the U.S., Canada, and 
the U K. 
Orslim #arid " 
http.//www.on~ine~vorld99.com 
Online, Inc. 
October 25-27, 1999 
Chicago, K, 
November 
ASIS Annwl 
http://www.asis.org/conferencesl 
am99call.htmi 
ASIS 
November 1-4, 1999 
Washington, DC 
1~tctnct bfbrarian " 
http://wwcv.infotoday.com/il99/ 
i199.htm 
Information Tociay 
November 7-1 1,1999 
Sari Diego, CA 
LiAW2A C f  efknnts 
http://www.auckland.ac.nz/Ibr/ 
con89/home.htm 
LIANZA 
November 9-12,1999 
Auckland. New Zealand 
MrnK " 
hdp:li~~w.tfpI.com 
TFPL 
November 15-16, 1999 
New York, IVY 
& State af the Art Institut@ 
The Next Technology Revolution 
http://~.sla.orglprofessionai/ 
index.html 
November 18-19,1999 
Washington, DC 
S f A  &re!-the Desktep 
C ~ U P ~ :  $l$@r!o~k&w the kg
http:ilwww.sla.or~professionaY 
desktop.shtm1 
December 7 and 9,1999 
OPntfne Irrfarmatian 99 + 
http //ww.online- 
information.co.uk/o199/index.html 
Lemed Information 
Deceaber 7-9, 1999 
London, UK 
Loohina Ahead 
SEA Winter leeking 
http://w~w.sia.orp/professiona~/ 
isdex.hhnl 
January 20-22,2300 
St. Louis. MO 
2 $LA Pmf$$$i@n#l 
Leming C@raferr?ncec BC12QBO 
http:l/u~ww.sla.org/professionaU 
index.html 
januaiy 23-25,2000 
St. Louis, MO 
ACCESS 2Q00 
http:ll~vww.bobcatsss.com 
Royal School of Library and Infor- 
mation Science 
jsnuary 24-26,2000 
iirakow, Poland 
Waf t&  EtoOtg 
http:/lww.intranets2000.com 
Online Inc. 
February 28-March 1,2000 
San Tose, CA 
&amputen in kibnrices 2000 
hnp:ll~~vw.infotoday.com/ci120001 
cit2000.htm 
Information Today 
M c h  14-18, 2000 
Washington, DC 
butfswest Regismi CctusPme~ % 
"Ahead of the Curve" 
April 5-7,200G 
San Diego, CA 
b; Clehl2rn330 
http:/l~iuw.slaglobd.or~ 
The Information Age: 
Challenges and Opportunities 
OCtob~ 16-19,2000 
Brighton, England 
Special Libraries Associa:ion 
1, Unrivaled networking opportilnities, bringing you into contact with colieagues 
from sixty different cosntries, in coantiess fields of  interest; 
2, Continirous learning, accessible in person and via distance learning, enabling 
you t o  develop and hone necessary professions! and personal competencies: 
3 .  Career and Employment. services designed to  keep you on the f2s-t track to 
the top of  your profession; 
, Access to  SLA's Information Resources Center, avaiiabie 24 hours a dziy via 
the Internet, to  provide information reievantto the management and operation 
of  your special library or information center; 
5. Receive a subscription to i ~ fo rmothn  Oui!ook@, SLA's monthly magazine, 
featuring cutting-edge feature articles and the most up-to-date news of the 
information profession; 
. Substantial savings on SLAJs renowned publications, geared toward enhancing 
the information expert's professional knswiedge; 
7. Who's Who in Spedoi iibion'es, SLKs annual membership directory, now 
available in print and electronic format, and connecting you to other information 
professionals with the turn of a page or a click of y o ~ c  mouse 
8. SLA's Ann~a l  Conference, bringing together thousands of  information 
professionals and hundreds of  vendors for five days of  learning and knowledge 
sharing; 
3. Keep abreast of current issues and hot topics affecting you and the rest of 
the information profession; 
. SLAis dynamic Public Communications department, educating the public 
regarding the role of the information professional and promoting t i e  value of 
the profession. 
Why do so rr,aEy librarians feel underpaid 
and undervalued? Where is the cash payoff 
in this, the kccwledge-based economy? Of 
course, what weJied abour this is not enough 
in today's business environmenr. This article 
provides advice to special librarians on effec- 
tive position descriptions, job titles, job eval- 
uation systems and salary surveys. It re- 
views some of the results of the 1990 SLA 
Image Tase Force and S W s  progress in the 
past decade 
In September, Lucy Lettis, an SLA aember 
since 1985, was promoted to Principal at 
mhur Andersen in New York, hY. Lettis is 
the first information professional to rise to 
this level in Arthur Andersec's eighty-six year 
history. Obvio-sly, this is a huge accomplish- 
ment for iettis, but speaks vohmes about 
SLA's menbership as well. How did she do it? 
By stretching beyond the parameters tradi- 
tionally assoc:ated with an information pro- 
fessional's role and seizing new opportunities. 
Lettis shares some of her opinions on perserv- 
erance w d  success in this special interview. 
The Year 20CO is fast approaching, and 
mmy of us hzve expended a lot of energy pre- 
paring. The hype has been everywhere for too 
long, and we are receiving conflicting messag- 
es. which rar,g from the laid back "no prob- 
lem!" This artide is not about what you 
should do to saw your business or check your 
hoae. There is a lot of advice readily available 
to read, ar~d the web is filled with pointers. 
The p~oblem with much of what is out there is 
determining t3e vaiue of the information for 
your specific case. Hope ?Urnan explains 
some of the lessons she learned as a result of 
her involvement with a Y2K remediation pro- 
gram. She also tdks about how the SLA com- 
petencies were vaiauble ir, her endeavor. 
Pourquoi tant de bibliothicaires amQicains 
ont-ils le sentiment qrr'ils sont sous-payes et 
sous-estimks ? Ou est le gain monktaire dans 
cette Cconomie basee sur les connaissances ? 
Bien entendu, notye sentiment B cet Cgard ne 
suffit pas dam ie monde des affaires 
d'aujourd'hui. L'artide conseille Ies biblio- 
thecaires spCcialisCs dans le domaine de : 
l'efficacitk dans les descriutions de aoste. intit- 
~ P o ~ ~ u C  es que tantos biS1iotecarios se 
sienten rnal pagados y menospreciados? 
~Donde esti el saldo, la econornia basada en 
conocimiento? Claro que lo que sentimos sobre 
esto no es suficiente en el anbiente de nego- 
cios de hoy dia. Este articulo proporciona con- 
sejos a 10s bibliotecarios especides sobre de- 
scripciones eRctivas de posiciones, titulos de 
ulCs de poste, systkmes divaluatidn des tiich- - trabajo, sistemas de asesoramiento de traba- 
es et Cixdes des salaires. I1 examine quelques- jos, y estudios saiariales. Tambikn, revisa al- 
uns des rksultats de I'Ctude conduite par le gnnos de 10s :esul~dos del ~ r u p o  de Estudio 
groupe de travd de la SLA sur son image de : del Concept0 de ia SLA de 1990, y el progreso 
marque et les progres de la SLA durant la de la SLA en la filtima decada. 
dernikre d ecennie. 
~u mois de septemjre, mcy Lettis, mem- En septiembre, Lucy Lettis, miembro de la 
bre de la SLA depuis 1985, a pprmue di- SLA desde 1985, fue ascendida a Diremra en 
rectrice associee chez Arthur Andersen a New Arthur Andersen en Nueva York, N.Y. Lettis 
York. Mme Lettis est la premiere specidiste de fue la primera profesionai de la informacion 
l'inforrnation a &re Cievke a ce rang depuis la en ascender a este nivel en el pasado hist(jric0 
f o n d a t h  d 'mhur  Andersen il y a quatre- de ochenta y seis afios & Arth:jr Andersen. 
vingt six ans. C'est kidemment un accomp- Evidentemente, esto es unz realizaci6n 
lissement phenomenal pour Mme Lettis, mais enorme para Legis, pero tambien dice mucho cet honneur en dit long aussi sur les membres 
de la SLA. Comment est-elle parvenue ? En de 10s rniemb:os de la SLA. lo hizo? 
poussant au&& des paramktres tradition- Extendiendose mas alla de 10s parhetros 
nellement associes avec le r61e du profession- asociados tradicionalmente con el papel del 
nel de I'mformatior, et en saisissant les nouv- profesional de la informacion y embargando 
elles occasions. Mme Lettis partage quelques- nuevas oportunidades. Lettis comparte algn- 
unes de ses opinions sur la perseverance et le nas de sus op iones  sobre la perseverancia y 
succes dans cette entrevue spkciale. el exito en esta entrevista especial, 
El Afio 2000 se aproxlma rapidamente y L'an 2000 sera bient6t la et bon nombre muchos hemos dedicado mucha energia d'entre nous ont d$er:sC beaucoup d'knergie preparandonos. Los cuentos se regado a s'y preparer. Le battage mediatique est 
partout depuis trap longtemps et nous re- POr muchO tiem~o y estamos recibiendo men- 
cevons des messages contradic-oires, sages contradictories que se extienden desde 
mencer par le fle,matiQue (( 3as de ~robleme ei relajado ";no hay problema!" [sic]. Este 
)>. Cet a&& ne porte pas s i r  Ies mesures a articulo no se trara de lo que usted debe hac- 
prendre pour sauvegarder notre entreprise ou , er para salvag~ardar su negocio o vigilar su 
verifier notre derneure. II y a beaucoup de con- casa. Hav muchos conseios disuonibles m a  
S ~ S  facilement accessibles que nous~pouvons . leer, y eiweb esr;i lleno he pis&s. EI prdble- 
lire et le Web est plein de trucs et astuces. Le - ma con mucho de lo que se dice es el deter- 
probleme avec Ia rnajorite de ce qui se trouve 
minar el valor de la informacihn para su case Libas est de dkterxher la vaieur des infor- ' particular. Hcpe %Urnan explica alpgas de 
mations dans le contexte de notre a s  particu- 
lier. mman exnliaue auelaues-unes des , las lecciones que eila aprendio como resuIta- 
leqons iuleue a app;is& l& du programme do de su participacion en un programa para 
de conversion a pan 2 ~ 0 0  au~ue l  e& a ~ a r -  remediar el Efecto 2000. Ella tzmbien se dir- 
ticipk. Elle ajoute qrr'eile a tiouve les cbm- ije a lo valiosas que fueron las capacidades 
petewes de la SLA prCcSeuses dans son effort. de la SLA en su empefio. 
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ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
AND SERVZCES LIBRARIA,Y, 
(New Position) San Diego State 
University Library is seeking an 
innovative and customer service 
oriented librarian to f i  the posi- 
tion of Electronic Systems and 
Services Librarian. 
Reports to the Director of Ic- 
formation Colection Servic- 
es. Serves as public services' !iai- 
son to the Library's information 
systems goup. Participates in 
the planning, evduation, impie- 
mentation, and integration of Li- 
brary technology hitiatives. As- 
sumes oversight of the Library's 
Web site. Serves as a contact for 
library systems, software, u.d 
database vendors. Participates in 
the review of database vendor 
contracts. Serves as a consuI&nt 
for trends in library automation. 
FacZitaks and provides train- 
ing to Libray personnel in h e  use 
aml support of library technology. 
Serves on Library, university, and 
systemwide committees. May 
provide sewice at a reference 
desk. Qualications: 
Required: 
ALA-accredited degree or 
equivalent foreign degree and a 
minimum 3 years post-degree 
experience working wi5hin a 
computer intensive emiron- 
merit in a library setting 
kzowiedge of hardware and 
software for libray apglica- 
tions, Unk and NT servers, 
TCP/IP networking, Web site 
applications, integrated iibrav 
systems 
* skilis and knowledge to zs- 
sume oversight and serve as 
coordinator for the SDSU Li- 
bray Web site 
8 evidence of commitment ts  
maintain knowiedge of new 
trends in library and infoma- 
tion technoIogy; &Sty to apply 
chis knowledge in t k  plan- 
ning, evaluation and imple- 
mentadon of neiv databases, 
software, hardware, and data 
commnications 
demonstrated ieadershi skilis 
in library automation planning 
ability to work colIaboratively 
wirh and cormunicate with 
both t?d?inicd aari non~echci- 
caI library staff 
v experience instructing ir? the use 
of teihnological applications 
understanding of and cornmi'- 
nent to p~blic service issues ir: 
a technoiogicaly ictensive li- 
bray setting 
strong cwomer service orien- 
tatior, 
initiative a d  fIexi'oZty to wo?i 
in a dymmic enviromerL 
8 excellent anaiytic and prob- 
lem-solving skills, icdudicg 
the ability 'Lo integrate de- 
tailed work with broad con- 
ceptual ideas 
excellen: oral and writtez com- 
xunication skills 
demonstrated potential for 
neetihg the requirements for 
tenure and promotion under the 
Library's criteria for library ser- 
vice effectiveness, professions 
growth, and servke for the Uni- 
versity axi  the a m m i t y  
Preferred: 
0 experience in an academic Ii- 
braly sering 
icnovdedge of Innovadve Inter- 
faces systems 
9 familiarity with bofl Win- 
dows and Macictosiz sperat- 
ing systems 
This is a fid-dme, Wehe 
month, temre track faclity posi- 
Son. f i i xd  of ternre is depen- 
den1 upon evidexe of continu& 
libray service effectiveness, pro- 
fessional groiiytf., and service to 
the 'vT3iversity and the rommni- 
ty. Rank of Senior Assistant Li- 
brarian, St&ing s h y  rarge: 
$44,892-$56,?24. ExceIIent bes- 
efirs package, is:c!nding 24 dxjs 
&?nu& vacation. 
San Diego State Gniversity is 
the largest of the twentythree 
campuses in the California Stace 
University system, with an eth- 
n i d y  diverse student body oof 
apprcxiaateiy 330,000 students 
and 2,200 fac;~ity. Additional in- 
formation is avaiIa5Ie at &@! 
mw.sdsz.edu/>. 
The Library has 3 collection of 
over one &on voIu~es, pro- 
vides access to numeroxs edec- 
Zonic resources wid offers a vari- 
ety of user-focused services. The 
LC~rary is cwent1y st2k-I by 28 
:;iDrarians, 78 s M  ne&ers, a16 
2'12 st;~der:t assisam. Mditiond 
irf~m~ation is  avahbie at <http:/f 
libweb.sds~.ed~!>, the Library% 
Web server a ~ d  <htQ:!/v~~8- 
rchan.sdsu.edu!>, SDSU's aca- 
demic ccnputSng Web server. 
Xle Library uses Imwative 
Interfaces for brs integrated; G b r q  
system. The Libray proviks ac- 
cess to over 60 databases, some of 
which s m  on the Library's k- 
kouse imovative hte6aces aml 
0ViD system, others of which are 
avaSa5le from external vendors. 
3 addition, the CSU is currently 
developing Be f h x m  System; an 
htegated zser interface for the 
CSU li:3raries. See <http:/i 
Phxos.calstate.edz:5308O/>. Send 
letter of application, resme, 
and at least three names of ref- 
erence to: Helen Henry, Director, 
Library Administrative Opera- 
tions, University Xcrary , §an 
Diego State University, 55CC 
Campanile Drive, San Diego, CA 
92132-8050 
A dupiicate may be submit- 
ted by e-sail. Send to 
hhenry@rnaii.sdsu.edu. Piease 
indicate the position for which 
you are applying. 
To ensure fir2 consideration, 
ap@ications should be received 
:Jji 5 Sovember 4999, when Lie 
A?poL?tment Co~mittee :?rill be- 
gin screening. 
SCSU is an Equal Cpportu2- 
ty e~pioyer and does not dis- 
criminate agaics: persons on the 
basis of race, religion. national 
origin, sexual orien'Lat:on, gen- 
der, maritd s ta t~s ,  age or dis- 
abihty. V:omen. ethic minorities 
and. persons with disabilities are 
enconraged to apply. 
LIBRARLthNICMW COORDI- 
NATOR. ProveEa Wted Samar- 
ms Medid Center, located ir? %st 
Ceztra] Illirois, oees  &is excel- 
lent o?po&riity fo: 2 nothated 
pfessiond to join o x  dpapnic 
healt'ncare o:ganization. This po- 
sitisn is responsibie for ,.ama@sg 
infomatibeion resozrces found LI 
the libray md; available via on- 
'Em services or <TO'@ irterii- 
kary bax LI addition, you will 
ccordi'2ate the Continuing Medid 
Edzcation program by plamhg 
and bplerner:Ping presentationrs 
for Provem United §marims 
Medical Center Medid Saff (this 
f;JncLion requires al;p;oxin;ately 
3C% of the position's Pke;. %e 
selected mdidate wiLT have syer- 
visoy respnsibiiity for one I!, 
brary assis~r=Llciericai position. 
We require a Msters degwee !n Li- 
brary and I&mation Science 
5sm a. U1 ~ccredited school, 3+ 
yem of proven medid library 
mmagement experience, and I+ 
year experience conckd-ng on- 
k e  s ~ a d h h g  ad. familiarity with 
Ir,%r.,t sear&ing, TOM environ- 
xent experieme preferred. For 
cmsi6eration, please mail or fax 
yox resme wit!! cover IeZer 3: 
Provena 'Jnited Samaritm.~ Me&- 
czi Center, 3umw Resomces De- 
p&?aerL, SiZ N. Logx:, Cmville, 
iZ 66832; 217-443-5235, 217- 
443-5268, si?azoth@provena~org. 
EEO m/f/d!v. 
? ' h e  i n f o r m a t i o n  t o  w i n s  
n'eed facts to back up proposals? Need insights to bolster your argument? Need data ro deiiver 
the goods? The tEXISm-NEXISe services can meet those needs and more with unl;arzl:eied breadth 
of content, personalized service, and customer-friendly choices for access, delivery and ricing. 
So no matter what's on yon: comperitive horizcn-an international merger or IPG, a branding 
campaign or purchase contrzct-LEXIS-NEXS wil! keep you ahead of the pack. Qilestions? 
Call 1-800-227-4908. 
LEXIS and NEXIS are registered rrademarlis and the ~ F O R k S I T I O N  ARELhY logo n a :rademark of Reed Elsswei 
Pzoperoes Inc., used under license. The Year 2000 logo is a trademark of LEXIC-NEXiS, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. 
0.1999 LEXIS-NEXIS. a d!v:s!on of Reed Elsesm inc. All nghts reserved. 
jNXH055-0! 
Get the answers you need. 
when you need them. 
With more than six billion pages of information a t  )/ow- 
fingertips, and unmatched search capabilities, Dialog cap, 
heip you find the  information you need in seconds. 
And, with over one  h u ~ d r e d  customer service specialists 
in Knowledge Centers iocated around the  worid, we are 
there t o  help every step zf t he  way. 
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